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Abstnu·t 
" 'ollaboration is all about p opl"' ' "·king t ' •l:lht:r. The end result 
sharing, problem solving, rnd su~ p n hr \d h ' pt 'C ess : . " 
information 
S W 2000 Conference 
' ollaboration of di tribut d ' orkgrou n d_ gr up management tools to maintain 
their own workgroup. The definition of group managements here is restricted to 
methods of group working rather than simply communicating. For example, working 
together on documents or sharing application such as whiteboard. Thus, we are 
looking for a way to having effective communication between each member in th 
workgroup and an accomplished mature group management tools to internet us r .. 
N wadays, many f the new collaboration tool are provided on a s rv r and 
acce · ed with a web br wser. me are al ' available u ~ in g brows r plu •-in. . ' f 
using pecial purpose client ·oftware. This pr ~cct SICJ J townrds d lopin • 
gr upware which can support multi-u er · communication with fl n tw 'rk 
whiteboard . The main aspect of thi pr ject is to produ c a whit bonrd .. I m ' hi h 
pr cessed multiple whiteboard ses ·ion ' or groups on urrently, enabling us 
communicate with people over the internet via a graphical whiteboard. It pro id a 
powerful mechanism for group management di tance learning and oth r ar a f 
application. 
In conclu i n, thi · proj t int grating gr up ma nag m nt t ol and th ' hit 
I ol to produ ing fie tivel multim dia w b-ba ed application. 
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Chapte1~ I Introduction 
I. I Project Overview 
This CommunityBoard is a web-b1Led gr up' ar or a collaboration tool, which enable 
users from different geographical location to communicate, interact and work upon a 
network whiteboard . 
By using a client server architecture platform, this web-based groupware is made 
possible to be used for profossional groups (such as graphic design r and n m 
pr fo ·sional group ( uch as ordinary user ). 
Through thi tern, users are able to h Id m cting, ongoing di s ussinn, d I 'P n 
manage their own workgroup by u ing whiteboard. scrs al so an just vi sit th 
board or po t announcements (only for admini trators). User pn l i tl\J a ' b n 
protected through the y tern authcnticati n. 
This yst m c ntnin • two main module ·:-
lectronic 'roup Management 
•!• A us r roup munug ~m ·111 with • urit ont rol. 
•!• J\nnoun ·m •nt l>o 1rd und m ., su c bourd i d v lop I with n w updat 
fn iliti , lllll( ll ll I' in th11t fOUf . 
(b Whit Ao ircl 
•!• n I troni · drtwin tool that c.:u n dr , h, r , • m di 1 d in 
r ll-tim b u crs at different gcographi al ar 
_,_ 
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1.2 Problems . tatcmcnt 
Nowadays, many groupware have b n d loped. For in, tance. Microsoft Net 
Meeting, GroupBoard.com, teamz. om and t . So, the ' heel has been invented. Ye 
it ' s works! It ' s rolls! But it doe till can be impro ed, it' s still not perfect and it ' s still 
need a lot of enhancement. 
Jn today web-based technology many web sites were having less securities and priva · 
protection during u ers perfo rm their activities. ome of the -group w b sit s ire foll 
of spam message or garbage message or information sent by anon mou. p rson. 
Besides that, controlling of inactive users or members seems u ' I ss. It m ~d :i lot lf -
group web sites have to shut down because of space limit ation. So, thi s s . I n1 i. tri ·. I ' 
overcome thi s type of questions by adding stem admini stra tor in ord r to ont I rnd 
manage inactive users and workgroup . 
A white board t ol is one import ant techn I g which bring us n tep t ' ard n ' 
millennium. But , majority of the online whiteboard is not equipped with th reu l-tim 
communication among us r . Be idc , m t of the -group w it ar n t int ~ 1t 
whiteboard ses '1on to 1eth r in order to sp ech up communicati n and 
in~ rmati n betw • n user ' . Mor over, majorit on li n whi t 
provid th m 'Su bounJ to us rs to update them clvc or k h Ip from m mb r . 
luwn uv mil. 
t f' th s ·t m l> com· another mujor pro I m 
• I' i11put 11 11lw 1 s r ·u ·h th ir pann r' 
d to w ~it Ion tim during convcr ation. hi m 
-?-
· int rn t u r 
at di er nt tran fer 
u th · tern I 
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Jn conclusion, perhaps this s st m rin "sign t p wide l : ure ollaborative and 
multimedia environment whi h suppon roup management tool online whiteboard, and 
usefi.JI message board. 
1.3 Project Objectives Statement 
Objective statement of a project is the goal & vision that the project aims to achi 
The objective of this project is to design and develop a distributed groupwa that 
·upport multi-u er communication with a network whiteboard . It ' s aim to ng11R in 
real time session so as to support the articulation and negotiation of id as for' orkin • 
on whiteboard and al o to support communi ation in g ncrnl. 
•!• Create a real-time, online, web-ba cd platform wh re users an sh u di . u ., 
collaborate in their work in an efficicn mann r whi ·h upp rt pap rl _ 
environment. 
•!• Create a group management I that i complete with pri a and indi i 
•!• 'reate a groupwurc th lt ontain I tom 
•!• reate a groupwurc whiteboard that have go d perfonnan eas and 
effe ti 
•!• r •ut"' 111 • ', n ·utl und inteructive u er-friend I m1phi int rfo 
roupwnr mor • ·ff Ii • 
to rnak 
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1.4 Project Scope 
Community Board is a system that int rn t and deal. " it h target u. ers. The potential or 
target users of thi s system are:-
(a) Profess ional Working User 
• To conduct meeting, share ideas or propose design 
(b) Educational Users 
• As a virtual class room, discussion forum for students 
(c) Social Users 
• To communicate or contacts friends at di fferent areas 
The system boundaries of ~ommunityB ard include:-
•!• Front-end website for the users 
Front end website will include the whole omplctc set of web page th t nr t 
be viewed by users and admini strator. It involves only information haring as th 
users are read-only acce s, they are not allowed to modify anyt hing f th it . 
sers need to log in the system f r fi.1rther activities such as po t 
message, network whit eb ard and etc. All the modifi ati n an onl • 
authorized u ers. 
•:• Bu k- -11d w b-bu · "U s st m fo the administrnt r 
811 ·k •nd will in ·lud 11 w ·b-bus ·d y tern whi h allow onl auth riz d 
ndministn tor to muintnin th web itc d n11mi ull . • h nuth ri z dm ini trat r 
11 11 updnt th "' 11n11ounc m nt s by maintaini ng it through this web-ba ed stem. 
Th ·r ·for , 1dministrnto s nn rnaintuin the w b it a ii th ught thi ' eb-ba d 
, t m. Th cnti r system will be in the form of menu-driven s stem. 
-4-
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•!• Password protect d w bsil " hr u11h ' ri er a cs: f, r v1 li i user. 
This is a password prote ted w bsi t . )nl .) th registered users or administrators 
can access the websit for pri ate u. d. uth rizer can create their workgroups, 
maintenance (if user i administrat r of the group) and joining the existing 
group. 
•!• Real-t.ime interactive and communication 
The system enable real-time interactive and communication betwe n a h u. er 
·eparated by geographical factors with a network whiteboard. The syst m aLo 
provides a me age board and announc mcnt l>ourd wh r us r m upd \IC 
information among members. 
1.5 Expected Outcome 
In today 's technology, many are earching for and developing a good and ea 
that enables pe pie from all o er the world to communicate and work n 
together in a world wide network . In this fost paced grc wth oft hnolo • \. peak 
about eHici nc p rformun e r netw rk and nchr niz in r al-tim 
nvironment with small dela cost effoctive, lea t eflort and u er fri ndl '· 
-"-
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Thus, the expected outcom s from this pr )jt.: t are:-
•:• Standard and user-friendl •rnphi al m r int crfo e GU I) displayed by multiple 
browsers acros al I web pag . 
•:• A network whiteboard applicarion which accommodating for multi-user. 
•:• System transparenc . User onl need to utilize thi s system in their daily work 
but need not lo know the underlying system structure. 
•!• Smooth and fast enough fo r data transfer to provide the acceptable response time 
when users requesr information from web server. 
•!• A scalable website which is easy for enhancement and mainrenan 
•:• A reliable sy tern with minimum errors. 
•:• The database of thi s y tern can be sca lable to meet mor d mnn I ind n d. th ll 
may grow in the future. 
1.6 Project Schedule 
A project is a planned undertaking of cheduled activitie and managed t rea h th 
goal. ince a project ma in I c ten ive effort , it mu t be pr perl mana d. Pr ~ 
management is the coordination of ull aspects of a project. o that it n b mpl t 
under the c n ·traint s defin d. 
for thi · project planning is done to: 
•!• •fi n • th g ti • 
•!• lin th ullo ut · r source 
•!• Tr 1 ·k 1111d ruo11itori11g proj ct 
•!• R port rnd do umcnt the proj 
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Community Board Chapter I Introduction 
1. 7 Report Layout 
The purpose of this report is to do um nt ss nt ial infonnation gathering during system 
development and implementati n statie. Th fi, 11°' ino is brief description of each 
chapter. 
Cha ter I Introduction 
Chapter I contains the introduction and overview of this project. It shows readers ab ut 
the surface and features of thi s system. From thi s chapter, readers can und rstnnd ' In t 
the features and functions are provided in thi s system through project objectiv s, proj 
scopes. The problem statement will explain why we need thi s s st m. Th pr j 
schedule shows the management of this project within the plnnncd tasks and il ti iti s. 
The expected outcome is the goal that we need to achieve nt the end oft h proj 1. 
' ha ter 2 Literature Review 
'hapter 2 contains domain tudie and technolog review ·. The d ma111 tudi 111 lu 
reviewing on the exi ting system and sugge t the ways to impr ve the la k of th ~ 
existing stem. While th t hnolog revi w will de rib · th hard nd oft ir 
that being u d during th development and implementation stage. 
~""'11..l~"'--'-~ ................... .Jolog.x 
is mor fo u on th· ·t p thnl involved in them thodol ~ . Thi hapt r will 
do mon ompuri 'ons unong th ,.oil ware d I pm n1 li f 
b . t m tho Jt lo b in us •d for thi i; prnj t bu. d on th ti n r m man 
th informoti n gathering pr nd r ar h 1ra1 gi that ar 
r I vrnt to th proJ t nlso been explained bri fl y in thi 
-R-
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'hapter 4 is describing the analysis of s st m rcquir met I based on the information 
gather during hapter 3. The s stem r quir ment ' ill ins lude fu nctional requirements 
and non-functional requirements of this system. In addition, the hardware requirements 
and software requirements for users or de elopers are list at this stage. During thi 
phase, the decisions for tools and technology to be used to develop this system are 
made. 
hapter 5 c ver· y tern designing. unng thi s design phns , th lr hit tur . 
functionality and the databa e of this system arc designed und cxplnin d bri fl h r . 
the end of this stage, the prototype f thi s stem are design d with th pr)( r 
interface. 
men a ion 
hapter covers sy ·tem implementation. hapter 6 describes the approa h u m 
writing code ·, script language u ed to nhance the whol w b p 1' : rn 
algorithm u ed in implementing the sy tern. The de ign of the alg rithm i 1m nant t 
make sur a stubl · ·tern to be devel ped and minimiz d th pr ur in futur 
nhun cmcnl. All the codin nrchit • turc, fimctionalit nnd th datnb i ~ 
ur d si n ·d und • 1 l11i11 d b i fl h ·r . At th nd f' thi ta' f thi 
' "l 1l1 lf d' i II d With th p OJ •r intC f't C . 
_q_ 
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Cha er 7 S stem Testin • 
Chapter 7, System testing 1s one of the important steps in developing a system. 
Precision and accuracy of output data is onsid red during this process. Unit, module 
and integration testing has been carried out for the gmmunity Board System. The 
objective of a system will only achieve after all the thorough testing done by different 
user with different aspects. 
Chapter 8 System Evaluation 
After the system implementation of the system, the end product of the project ' a 
brought up for evaluation by End Users. The following section will explain in d tail 
about the system strength, constraints and fUturc enhancement s. B sid s th r w r 
some problems encountered during and aflcr the process of dcv lopm nt for thi. 
'ommunityBoard system. 
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Chal)tcr 2 Literature Re' ie"' 
2.1 Domain Studies 
Domain studies give an overview of the tud · d me prior to dtwelop Community Board. 
ft presents the information and fact that gathered through many resources like internet 
books, and magazines that i rele ant and useful for this system. 
2.1.1 Definition & Terminologies 
This section defines the concept of a groupware with the whiteboard fo ·ilit . Th •r lll p 
management tools are u e to create 'ommunityBoard. 
2.1.1.1 Group Management 
Group management is a way to organize the activities of a group of p opl tn 1 
workgroup environment. This technique u e to manage multi-user pani 1pa11 n tn ':l 
computer-mediated conver ation or privacy threading, managing groups of p pl in 
proper wa are imponant. M re er, coll ab rati n t 1 ha e enefit d r u f all 
·izes and type from across the globe. 
roup munag ment tri t en ure all u er cun work in a mfi n n 1r nm nt 
with ut huvin to worry about int rruption , urit tr pnva threat. ~ h u r an 
join th ir own roup r ·ommunit without di tur ing c th r Jr u m m r. 
ur fr· I< th ir own roup or communit . 1 hrou •h •roup mana kill , 
hnn und uining new kn wl dg thn ugh •r up di u 1 n. 
- 11 -
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Examples of such appli at ions lf" ' hit "h ' ·•rd t ''Is { tt' e , hanging graphic 
information), audio and chattin • to nh :rn "d ommum ati c.,m skills), and message 
board (to getting lat est news). 
2.1.1.2 Group ware 
Groupware is a technolog designed to facilitate the work of groups. This technol g · 
may be used to communicate, cooperate, coordinate, solve problems, compete r 
negotiate. While traditional technologies like the telephones qualifies a· a gr up,, ar , 
the term is ordinarily used to refor to a specific class of technologies relying on mod m 
computer networks, such a · email, newsgroup , vidcophon s, or ·h 11. (hJ/i'm I 
reference: 9 18 12004) 
Groupware techniques are typically categ rized al ng two primnr dim ns1on. : 
J5 Place 
RS Time 
ame place 
'c llocated" 
Dillerent pin J 
"di ' l 111 • ' 
Table 2- 1 : ateg ry of Groupware Techniques 
voting, 
pr 'Cntation ·upp rt 
video phones 
C'h111 
- 12-
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2.1.1.3 Whieeboard 
In our day-today Iii' , 11 whit bonrd is onl. :i hoard fi.,r ' ri t" ng on, which similar to a 
chalkboard or blackboard but with a ' hit pin. ti surface that is written on with 
erasable marker pens, used in teaching and in gi ing presentations. This concept of 
whiteboard has been brought into Information Technology (IT) world. 
In the IT environment, a whiteboard is one type of groupware that allows groups of 
users to share a common, dynamic graphical palette in real time. The current toolkit 
includes many of the timctions found in standalone drawing tools, including th ability 
to insert text and graphic , choo e font and colors, till and infill obj ·ts, 1no obj t. , 
and modify them. This is a useful tool for on line group di scussions whcr din •runs lr 
needed. 
As soon as finish drawing on the whiteboard (and release the mouse button the n 
figure appears on everyone'· whiteboard . At thi point, all connected user an rn di 
this object. The whiteboard alway di splays the most recently drawn bj ts. urr ntl ', 
there is no function that allows an one t lock an bject to nt th r fr m 
modifying it but can save it as a fi gure. It has found wide accept an e as a tool for 
'ornputer up1 orted ooperntive Work . (/n1 1m 1 r ~fel"11 e: 
- 13-
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2.1. J.4 Compuler Supptffled ooptralivt ' \lork (CS V) 
'omputcr Support ed ' oop rnti Work l ~ 1W), nl:o . illed ' omputer Supported 
Collaborative Work is the study of tools and techniques o groupware as well as their 
psychological, social and organi zation effecL. It is also defi ned as a generic term, which 
combines the understanding of the way people work in groups with the enabling 
techniques. Despite the name, thi s fi eld of study is not restricted to issues f 
"cooperation" or 'work", but also examines competition, socialization, and play. 
The fi eld typically attracts those interested in software design and so in\ ind 
organizational behavior, including business people, computer scientist, or • iniz itional 
psychologist, communication re earchers, and anth ro pologists, nmon • nth r 
·pecialties. Examples of SCW tools include group decision support s st ms, proj 
management tools, electronic conferencing ystems, and shnr d dit or. C 1. 
another term used to describe work involving the use of computer networks to support 
cooperative or collaborative work or learning. (lntem el refn· 11 e: 9 200..f 
- 14-
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2.1.1.5 riferia to Fulfill 
'ommunityBoard is d lop d to supp )n multi -mer ommu nication with a network 
whiteboard . Besides it is ess ntial to build a good relationship between the internet 
users. These targets can be a hie ed if the rit ria below are fu lfi lled: 
•!• The system should perform the smooth and real time environment when using 
the network whiteboard. 
•!• The system should support multipoint communication. 
•!• The system should provide a good security control to protect the information ti r 
internet users. 
•!• The system should perform a · a good group management tool. 
•!• The system should have the efficiency of data storing nnd rctri vm '. 
•!• The system should have different accessibility I vcl for int rn t 11. r . . 
•!• The system should be menu-driven to achieve the user interfo cs fri ndlin ss. 
•!• The system should be a freeware where every internet user an u it ,, ith ut 
installation foes. 
- I S-
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2. 1 .2 Review of the existing system 
(I) CommunifyZero.com - hflp :// ·ommunitn .t'ro.nnn / 
~ommunityZero is an int n tiv ' b. it e that allows a group of people to 
communicate and exchange infonnation o er the Internet in their own private 
and secure area. Within each area, called an online community, participants are 
provided access to a suite of powerful tools that enable a group to effectively get 
organized, share knowledge and communicate. 
Advanta es 
J!S Open channel for organization-to-member, and memb r-to-m mb r 
communication . 
.2S Enables user to publish document and real -time chnltin 
Interfaces are simple and easy to understand. 
16 Privacy and information are protected. 
£S Free ware and no installation needed. 
Disadvanta es 
J!S Do not have whiteboard e ion. 
16 May reveal to garbage workgroup circumstances. 
·~· •••• 1. 1,.! 'ollrill .. ... ,,, ,. 0 [.~ l1iltl'IU'· · 
' .. -....... ,. __ -- ·- : ...... ; _... 
--ma -·-
--
·-·---~ ...... "1!,..lilmllml W•ltom• 111 the most oow .. rul •nd 
- - u r •lri.ndly onllne community 
=~t- l>l•tf0tm 
............. 
---
........... .... 
w..,. 1 .... -. ... oHtt • • 
·--,~,,. 
-
._. .. 
Fi urc 2- 1: er en hot for · >mmunit ero. m 
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(II) GroupBoard.com - hll l ://ww ' '· ron lho H"d . ·om 
Interactive website tools for du 1tion business m l fu n. Add chat, whiteboards, 
games and mes ·age bonrds to us r • . •it b ' . imply s pying a few lines of 
HTML code - no downloads or plugins needed ! 
Groupboard is a set of multi-user ja a applets including whiteboard, chat, 
message board and games. Users can also run the Groupboard on their own web 
server. Can be used for distance learning, trajning, or simply for fun ! 
Advanta es 
£S Provide white board, chat room, message board. 
'an create group based on different interest. 
zs Let users identify each other who are onlinc. 
~an search any existing group board to join. 
£S Real-time information haring. 
£S Provided group board search engine. 
£S Free ware. 
No privac protecti n. 
Any person can be a group member. 
Only few drawing tool · and few color . 
An u ·er can clear without pennission. 
'un t loud un Iii " int whit board. 
, J 1v \ Ru11tim • Fnviro11mcn1 need ·d to b in tull d. 
-17-
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Producll 
.. . , . 
....... .... ..... 
-
_ _,. ,, 
0-lt . ........ 
,._ 
r-.J• 
Figure 2-2: Screen Shot for GroupBoard .com 
(Ill) Microsoft Net Meeting 
NetMeeting deliver a c mplctc Int ernet conferencing solution ICx lll Window. 
users with multi -point data conferencing, te t chat, whit bo ird, nnd fil Inn. f r, 
as well as point-to-point audio and video. 
Advanta e 
Real-time and multi point communication. 
Review creat and update graphic inf rmation. 
Manipulate content by click, drag, and drop in formation with m u . 
'ut cop and pa ·te in formati n. 
sc diffor nt -colur d pointers to differential pani ipant ' omrn nl . 
uv • 0 111 ,nt • f()r liJtu r • r for nee . 
Lo ids · 1v ·d pu • · •1111 blin conf r ·n pr ·pn 1tion, th n d , and dr p. 
i · 1clv11ot' s 
, M11.' I inst lll111io11. 
, Not allow to r •a t own group. 
- 18-
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(IV) Yahoo! Groups - hU >:// •rnu 1s. '1lhoo.rnm 
This is a websit e to provid th nsi st ' a~ ' for groups of people to communicate 
c n the Int ernet. Th an:-
R5 Discuss sport s, health current e ents and more 
£S Share photos & files, pl an e ent s, send a newsletter 
R5 Stay in touch with friend s and famil y 
Advanta :1es 
Ji5 Provided most of the workgroup management tools. 
Ji5 User fri endly interfaces. 
onsistent interfaces. 
Disadvanta es 
No white board provided. 
R5 User may reveal to spam message or advertisement threats . 
. . .... \U. 
·-
Fi ur 2- : ~ er· 11 Shot for Yuho roup. 
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(V) Ec·eamz.com - htfp :/lt•it•1rn1 ·1 .. 1wth t' .c:om rnmp 1 ~1y rommtmity/ 
experts and members to pro ide )\I' it h th best sp(ut s community online. 
Advanta es 
R6 Security control by authentication method . 
Disadvanta es 
R6 Processes of registration as member are trouble some. 
R6 Too many advertisements . 
R6 On ly for sport s fans . 
R6 Lack of group management tool 
I ' • ~ ' 
' , ..... ,..... ............. .... 
' ... .. _ ..... _ ..... _, ... ... ------
,.~~---
:---........... _______ ... _ 
__ ... _...,...._ 
:;. :r::: :::: :;. ...: 
------
- ---(,..........,, ..... 
. - . 
... - -..--.. fOI =-===:-~ 
------
-------
:--· ...... 
1. , ......... 
.. 
=.i:;: 
--· 
Figure 2-4: · creen hot for I amz. m 
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2.1.3 Proposed System 
Based on the domain studies und anal sis thnt hn i been done, hence all the weakness of 
the exist ing system cou ld be improve in this \! b-ba. ed s~1 stem. Though the observation, 
there are many strengths and weakness in the existing sites. Thus, this proposed system 
try to mitigate the problems occur and combine all the strengths to make this system 
more attractive. Besides, this system also enhances some new features to make this web 
site easy to use and user friendly . 
Below are the features of the proposed system: 
•!• Web - based System 
This proposed system is a web-based system. It docs ensure th ac ssibility of th 
Internet users. User with all kind of Operating ystcm nnd w b brows r su h i 
Internet Explorer or Netscape Communicator is able to access this web sit . 
•!• Updated Database 
The proposed system is using databa e to store and retrieve data efficient! 
•!• Functionality Menu 
Main menu is resided in a panel so that it can be act as a navigat r for i it rs \! hil 
they are brow ·ing this web sit . Administrator hus t. mnk ur that lll th links ar 
·on istent und ure resided in ever page. Visit or ma not I 
m nu nn I th link nr or nniz ·d u "'d on u ·r fri ndl . 
-21-
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2.2 Technology Review 
Technology review has given a d p r insight of ' h ll is required to develop the 
CommunityBc ard. It directs the most ff ti Wil}1 t(,l build a good application. It 
equips with some knowledge of strengths and limit ation f development tools. 
2.2.1 Operatin2 System Platform 
An operating system (sometimes abbreviated as "OS") is the program that, after being 
initially loaded into the computer by boot program, manages all the other pr grams in a 
computer. The other programs are called applications or application programs. Th 
application programs make u ·e of the operating system by mnking r qu sts for s r i s 
through a defined application program interface (API). In addition, users an int ra t 
directly with the operating system through a user interi~1ce su ·has a 
or a graphical user interface (GUI). 
An operating system perform - these services for applications: 
•!• In a multitaskin ' operating sy tern where multiple program can be runnin at 
the same time, the perating system determines which appli ati n ~ h ul nm in 
what order and how much time should be allowed for each appli ation b fi r 
giving another application a turn. 
•!• lt manages the shurin of internal m mor amon, multi pl appli ati n . 
•:• It hundl s input nnd output to nnd from uuach d hnrdw r d 
di •k , I rint n; and di11l -up ports. 
hard 
•:• It s •nds 1n ' Sii s to uch upplicution r intcra ti u r r t a , tem 
up rutor nhout th tat us of' op ·ration and an rror that ma ha urr d. 
-22-
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•!• It can oflload the mnnn •em nt of ' hut \r 1lled bat h jobs (for example, 
printing) so that the initintin npi Ii nti 111 is fr e<l from thi 
•!• On computers that can provide parnll I processing, an operating system can 
manage how to divide the program s that it runs on more than one processor at 
a time. 
All major computer platforms (hardware and software) require and sometimes include 
an operating system. Linux, Windows 2000, VMS, OS/400, AIX, and zJOS are all 
examples of operating systems. (lllternel ref erence: 11 18 2 004) 
2.2. l. l Windows XP Professional 
Windows XP Professional is a commercial version or Microsofl's c ol ing Wind"'"" 
operating system. Windows XP Profos ional is designed to appeal to small busin s and 
professional users as well as to the more technical. 
Windows XP is the latest version of the Windows desktop operating system fi r th P . 
Microsoft and trade publicati n writer · view Windows XP a the m t im nant 
version of Windows since Window 95. Wind w XP is built on the Wind ws 20 
kernel but brings a new, more per nalized I ok t the de kt p that will al mak 11 
easier for users to 'Can or import images and to acquire music files on th W b and 
transfor them to p rtuble devices. The new Window all w diffi r nt fa mil · m mb r~ 
to u ·e their own desktop und personal set s of files. In additi n t th "M r" 
und "M o um nt s" vi ws provided in Window 2 0, Wind ' · "M , 
Musi ·" :llld "M Pictures." Tho 'tart Menu ha been redesigned t make the mo t-used 
pro rum. P corn in a Pro 
-23-
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Windows XP includes n plethora of oth r nlnn ments th ll nake it the most reliable 
Windows yet. Many f these ar inh rit d fn m Win l \\ S _000: 
•:• Application compatibility technolo 1es 
•:• Shutdown Event Tracker 
•:• Control of unresponsive applications 
•:• Windows Installer 
•:• Auto Update, Dynamic Update, and Windows Update 
•:• Shadow Copy Integration 
•:• Last Known Good Configuration 
•:• Automated System Recovery 
The features and Benefits of Windows XP Profossional : 
Hardware Su ort : 
• Supports Universal Serial Bus (USB), an external bus standard that eliminates man 
constraints of earlier computer peripherals. 
• Supports Plug and Play hardware, which Windows XP automaticall det t . 
install s, and configure . 
rv1ce 
• Provides built-in support ti r the mo ·t p pular network pr t 
1111d IP I P . 
• Provid " onn tivit with N v ~ 11 Netwure, nnd Appl alk . 
-24-
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J nternet J nte 'ff ion 
• Integrates users ' desktops with th · lnt cmet, ther by removmg the distinction 
between the local computer and the lnt m L Users can securely browse the network, 
Intranet, and lnternet for resources as well as send and receive e-mail messages. 
• Windows XP Professional includes Microsoft Internet Information Server (ITS) 
which is a secure web server platform used to host Internet and Intranet web sites on 
network servers. 
Securit 
• Authenticates users before they gain access to resources or data on a omput r or th 
network. 
• Provides local and network security and auditing for files, folders, print rs, an 
other resources. 
• Supports the Kerberos protocol and Public Key Infrastructure (PKl) securit 
lnte rated Administration Tool 
• Provides the means to create customized tools to manage local and rem t 
computer· with a ingle standard interface. 
• Provide the mean , to incorporate third-party administrative t Is int th tandard 
interface. 
-25-
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2.2.1.2 Unix 
Unix is an operating system that originnt d nt Bell Lnbs in l 69 as an interactive time-
sharing system. Ken Thompson and Dennis Rit chie are sgnsidered the inventors of 
Unix . The name was a pun based on an earlier s 1stem1 Mult ics. In 1974, Unix became 
the first operating system written in the C language. Unix has evolved as a kind of large 
freeware product, with many extensions and new ideas provided in a variety of version 
of Unix by different companies, universities, and individuals. 
Partly because it was not a proprietary operating system owned by any one f the 
leading computer companies and partly because it is written in a standard langung and 
embraced many popular ideas, Unix became the tir ·t open r standard op rntin • s ' ~ t rn 
that could be improved or enhanced by anyone. A composite of the ~ languag and 
shell (user command) interfaces from different versions of Uni tund irdiz d 
under the auspices of the TEEE as the Portable Operating System lnterfa e (PO I . In 
tum, the POSLX interfaces were specified in the X/Open Programming Guide 4.2. Th 
interfaces are also known as the "Single UNIX Specification" and, in the m st r nt 
version, "UNIX 03"). The trademarked "UNIX" is now owned b The Open Gr up an 
industry standards organization, which certifies and brands Unix implementation . 
Unix operating systems arc used in widely- old work tati n pr du t fT m un 
Microsy tern ', ii icon Graphic , IBM, and a number of other companies. Th nt 
environment and the client/ erver pr gram m del were imp n nt I m nt 111 th 
development of the Internet and the reshaping of computing as ntered in n tw rk 
ruth r thun in individual ompulcrs. 1nux, a 111 d rivati n ail n in b th "fr 
t tlwur " und ommcr ial versions is incrca ing 111 popularit a n alternative to 
propri •tur up rntin ~ st ms. (/111 'I'll·/ rt!_ fer '" ·e: 11 8 2004 
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2.2.1.3 Linux 
Linux is a Unix-like operntino s stem that ' ns lcsi •ned t l pw ide personal computer 
users a free or very low-cost operating s st m c lmparable to traditional and usually 
more expensive Unix systems. Linux has a reputation as a very efficient and fast-
performing system. Linux's kernel (the central part of the operating system) was 
developed by Linux Torvalds at the University of Helsinki in Finland. To complete the 
operating system, Torvalds and other team members made use of system componenL 
developed by members of the Free Software Foundation for the GNU Project. 
Linux is a remarkably complete operating system, including a graphical user int rfu , 
an X Window System, TCP/IP, the macs editor, and other comp< ncnt s usunll found 
in a comprehensive Unix system. Although copyright s are held by various r atoL < f 
Linux's components, Linux is di stributed using the Free Software Foundation' op ·I ft 
stipulations that mean any modified version that is redistributed must in tum be freel 1 
available. 
Unlike Windows and other proprietary systems, Linux is publicly pen and e tendible 
by contributors. Because it conforms to the Portable Operating tern lnterfu 
standard user and programming interfaces, developers can write programs that can b 
ported to other operuting tern . Linux c me m er 10 11 fi r all the maj r 
microproc ssor platforms including the Intel, PowerP , pare, and Alpha platfi rms. It ' 
ul ·o uvuilabl on IBM's ·I 0. mu is di stri ut d mm r iall ' a numb r 
ompani s. A mug 1zinc Linux Joumul, i publi hed a well a a number f bo ks and 
-27-
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Linux is sometimes suggested ns 11 pnssibl " ubl i ly- tevel ~ ped alternative to the 
desktop predominance of Microsofl Windows. Alth(,)Ugh Lim1.x is popular among users 
already familiar with Unix it remain fa r b hind Windows in numbers of users. 
However, its use in the business enterprise is growing.(111/er(lel reference: 1I18 '2004) 
Table 2-2: Comparison bet' een Windows 2000, Unix and Linux 
Features Windows XP 
Compatibility with Compatible because 
Web Development it offers many 
Tools 
GraphicaJ User 
Interface 
Cost 
Security 
development tools. 
User-friendly 
Cost effective OS, a 
fi.Jlly functional 
Server is running in 
matter of days. 
Vulnerability is low 
becuusernostofthe 
application ' are not 
truly uvailable in 
Internet . 
-28-
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Incompatible because Less compatible 
it does not offer much because it does n 
development tools. 
Not user-friendly, 
t o cryptic. 
Not cost effective -
offer mu h 
d v lopm nt tooL. 
too pti . 
~os t 
the whole OS need to becau e it i 
be recompiled with freeware. 
certain m ditication. 
Vulnerability is high Vulnerabilit , i high 
because di stribution 
of source code i 
widely availnbl . 
b au i tributi n 
de is 
I r a ai labl . 
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2.2.2 Database Management System 
Databases used to manage the d ;ita for this ommunit ) ' ard system. 
2.2.2.l Microsoft SQL Server 
Microsoft SQL Server is a d.efining release for Microsoft's database products; building 
in the solid foundation established by SQL Server id the relational databa e 
management system (RDBMS) of choice for a broad spectrum of corporate customer 
and independent software vendors (ISVs). Customer needs and requirements ha 
driven significant product innovations in ease of use, scalability and reliabilit and data 
warehousing. Important areas of leader·hip and innovation in Mi ·rosoH Q rv r 
include: 
•!• The first databa e to scale from the laptop to the enterprise using th am od 
base, offering I 00 percent code compatibility. 
•!• The first database to support auto-configuration and self-tuning. 
•!• The first database with an integrated online analytical proce sing OL P) 
server. 
•!• The Data Warehou ing Framework the first comprehen ive approach to m 
the metadata problem. 
•!• The first database to provide multi erver management fi r larg number f 
server ·. 
•!• Wide urra of replicution options of any databa e. 
•!• niv n;ul utu /\ , Microsofl ' trut g fc r rnbling hi h- rforman 
u css to n vnrict of infbrmation ources. 
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2.2.2.2 Microsoft· Access 2003 
Microsoft Access 200 is a powerfol relational databns applicatien that a desktop user 
can use to efficiently create and manipulate database systems. Microsoft access targets 
the desktop category and works best for individuals and workshops managing 
megabytes of data. 
As a leader in the desktop database category, Microsoft Access makes it easy for users 
to find and manage their data . ft provides ease-of-use wizards throughout such as the 
Database Wizard for getting up and running quickly, and the Simple Query Wizard for 
easily finding information from the data . The combination of ca ·c-of '..usc illld pow r in 
Microsoft Access makes it the top choice among developers who frequently use 
Microsoft Access as a front-end to SQL Server in a client/server scenario. 
With the release of Microsoft Access 2003, users and developers will have the choice of 
two data engines in the product, an improved version of the existing Micro ft Acces 
engine, called Jet, or the Microsoft Data ngine (MSDE), which is compatible with 
Microsoft SQL Server 7.0. 
MSDE is a data store based on Microsoft SQL Server technology, but it is designed and 
optimized for u ·e n ·mailer c mputer 'Y ·terns, uch as a ingle-u r mputer r a 
small workgroup ·erver. Because MSDE is based on the ame databa engine a SQL 
Server mo ·t Mi rosofl Access project s and client/serv r appli ati n run n either 
M or QL crver without modification. 
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MSDE incorporates technolog fro m r 7. > that provides local data storage 
and offers compatibilit y with SQL rv r . This is si ni lar t0 Microsoft Jet, the data 
engine that currently ex ists in Mi rosoft A ess. Alth0ugh Access 2003 uses and 
install s the Jet data engine by default s de elopers who want to develop a single 
application that is al so compatible with Microsoft SQL Server will want to use SQL 
Server 7.0 features like Data Transformation Services, Microsoft SQL Server OLAP 
Services, English Query and Parallel Queries. 
Advantages of using the Microsoft Access: 
•!• Jt is easy-to-use and easy-to-manage database management system. 
•!• It is a scalable database management system designed specially for di . tribut ed 
client/server computing. 
•!• It integrates with Windows and Windows-based applications, helping to r du 
the cost and complexity of deploying sophisticated applications. 
2.2.3 Web Server 
A Web server is a program that, u ·ing the client/ ·erver m del and the World Wid 
Web's Hypert ext Transter Protocol (HTTP), serves the fil es that form Web page 
Web users (who ·e c mputers c ntain HTTP cl ients that forward their r qu t . 
computer on the Internet thut cont ains a Web sit e must have a Web rv r pro ram. 
Tw le 1ding W b servers are Apache, the mo t wide! -in tall d W erver and 
Mi ·ro ·oll's lnlcrn t lnforrnution S rver II ). ther W b rv r m Jud Novell ' Web 
crver for users of it s NetWure operating system and IBM' amil 
H •rv rs prim iril for IBM's 0 I 0 and A /40 cust mer~ . 
-3 1-
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Web servers often come as part of a tar [) r pa k lg ' · Internet- and intranet-related 
programs for serving e-mail downloadin re l llCSL for File Transfer Protocol (FTP) 
files, and building and publishing Web pag s. onsiderations in choosing a Web server 
include how well it works with the operating system and other servers, its ability to 
handle server-side programming, security characteristics, and publishing, search engine 
and site building tools that may come with it. (Internet ref erence: 11 18 2 004) 
2.2.3. l Internet Information Server (TIS) 
IJS (Internet Information Server) is a group of Internet servers (including a Web or 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol server and a File Transfer Protocol server) with additional 
capabilities for Microsoft's Windows NT and Windows 2000 Server operating s st em~ . 
IJS is Microsoft's entry to compete in the Internet server market that is al so addressed b) 
Apache, Sun Microsystems, O'Reilly, and others. With HS, Microsoft' includ s a s t f 
programs for building and administering Web sites, a search engine, and support for 
writing Web-based applications that access databases. Microsoft point out that II 
tightly integrated with the Windows NT and 2000 Servers in a number of wa 
resulting in faster Web page serving. 
A typical company that buys HS can create pages for Web sites using Mier soft 's Fr nt 
Page product (with its WYSIWYG user interface). Web <level per an u e Mi r ft ' 
Active erver Page A P) technology, which means that appli ati n - in luding 
Active ontrols - cun be imb dded in Web pnges that m dify the nt nt ent back to 
us rs. ·vclopcrs 111 ul so writ e programs that filt er r que ts and get the orrect Web 
pu s for diff r nt users b using Micros< f1 1s Int ernet er Appli ation Program 
Int rfo (I ' API int rfuco. ASPs and I API programs run more efficient! than 
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common gateway interface ( 'GJ 
technologies. (However, th re nr"' mp:irnb!t: int ti'1 t: S tln ther platforms.) 
Mi crosofl includes special capabilities for server administratoFs designed to appeal to 
fnternet service providers (fSPs). It in ludes a single window (or "console") from which 
all services and users can be administered. It's designed to be easy to add components as 
snap-ins that you didn't initially install. The administrative windows can be customized 
for access by individual customers. 
rrs includes security features and promises that it is easy to install . It works losely with 
the Microsoft Transaction Server to access databases and provide ont rol at th 
transaction level. Jt al so works with Microsoft ' s Netshow in the dcliv r of str amin 
audio and video, delayed or live. (lnlernel reference: 11 18 12004) 
2.2.3.2 Apache 
Apache is a freely available Web server that is distributed under an "open our " 
license. Version 2.0 runs on most Unix-based operating systems (such as Linux S lari , 
Digital UNIX, and AIX), on other UNIX/POSTX-derived systems (such as Rhap d 
BeOS, and BS2000/0 SD , on AmigaO , and on Window 2000. rdin t th 
Netcraft (www.netcraft.com) Web server survey in February, 200 I 00/o fa ll Web 
sites on the f nternet are using Apache 62% including Apa he d rt ati 
Apache mor widely used thun ull other Web ervcrs combined. 
Apa ho ompli s with the nowost level of' the M p rt t Tran 
making 
I HTTP 1.1. 
l•r support is provided through u bug report ing tern and veral senet 
11 wsgroup . v r 11 ompnnios offer priced support. 1111 m 1 r fer 11 e: 11 2004 
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2.2.3.3 Sun Solaris 
Solaris is the computer operating system that un Mi r lS_ stems provides for its family 
of Scalable Processor Archite ture-bns d pr ) . sors as ' ell as for Intel-based 
processors. Sun has hi storically dominated the large Unix workstation market. As the 
Internet grew in the early 1990s, Sun's SP ARC/Solaris systems became the most wide! · 
installed servers for Web sites. Sun emphasizes the system's availability (meaning it 
seldom crashes), its large number of features, and its Internet-oriented design. Sun 
advertises that its latest version, the Solaris 8 Operating Environment, is "the leading 
UNTX environment" today. 
Sun emphasizes these features of Solaris: 
•!• Jts availability. Special fea tures make it ea ·y to add new apnbilit or to fix 
problems without having to restart the system. Because it has evolved through a 
number of versions, it is "stable" - that is, like IBM's well -k nown mainfra m 
operating system, MVS, Solaris has exercised and fi xed almost any code path 
that might break. It can be upgraded, monitored, and controlled fro m a rem t 
console. 
•!• Jts scalability. If you rm ve t a larger proces r, y ur appli 
only run, but run fas ter. 
•!• It i · built fo r network computing. As part f the fir t and m t u fo l w b 
·erver s 'Lem in hi story, the lat est oluri ystem are built on the ompan) ' 
·xp rr 11 with arly W b sit es und network demand . 
•!• It includ ·s sc urity fouturcs. These include support f r IP , Kerberos, AMI, 
md m 1rt ard . 
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•!• Sun provides three extensions for it s ol 1ris c pentin~ Sl tern : 
o The asy A cess Serv r, whi h is designed t<,l nm in a network that also 
has Windows NT s stems 
The Enterprise Server which 1s aimed at the "business-critical " 
environment, and includes support for clustering 
o The Internet Service Provider (ISP) Server 
Since Sun originated the platfo rm-independent Java programming language and runtime 
environment, Solaris systems come with a Java virtual machine and th Ja a 
Development Kit (JDK). Solari s replaced SunOS, a system still in use on man.· un 
machines today. (lnlem el reference: I /18 12004) 
2.2.4 Web Client (Browser) 
A browser is an application program that provides a way to look at and interact with all 
the information on the World Wide Web. The word "browser" seems to ha e original d 
prior to the Web as a generic term for user interfaces that let you browse (navigate 
through and read) text fil es online. By the time the first Web browser with a graphi al 
user interface was generally available (Mosaic, in 1993), the term seemed to apply to 
Web content, too. Technica lly, a Web browser is a cl ient pr gram that u the 
Hypertext Transfor Protocol (HTTP) to make requests of Web erver thr ugh ut the 
lntemet on behalf of the l> r w 'er u ·er. 
A ommer int version of the original browser, Mosaic, is in u . Man of the user 
int rfo r ntu r s in Mosui · how v r, went into th fir t wid I -u d br v er, etscape 
Nuvigutor. Mi rosoll followed with it s Microsofl Internet xplorer. Toda these two 
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browsers are the only two brows rs thnt th 1st m 1j ' ri ty ,f Internet user are aware of 
:i • 
Although the online servi es su h as Ameri a nline, originally had their own 
browsers, virtually all now offer the N ts ap 'r Mier :is ft brnwser. Lynx is a text-onl 
browser for UN IX shell and VMS users. Another recent ) offered and well-regarded 
browser is Opera. 
While some browsers also support e-mail (indirectly through e-mail Web sites) and the 
File Transfer Protocol (FTP), a Web browser is not required for those Internet proto I 
and more specialized client programs are more popular.(lnlernel re.fere11 · : I I 8 004 
2.2.4. l Microsoft Internet Explorer 
rnternet Explorer (fE) -- sometimes referred to as Microsofl Internet ; xplor r M 
is the most widely used World Wide Web browser. rt comes with th Mi r otl 
Windows operating system and can also be downloaded from Microsoft. 's Web site. Th 
IE browser competes with an earlier browser, Netscape, now owned b AOL. As f 
December 2000, rnternet Explorer was the dominant browser in terms of numbers f 
users and has apparently dominated the browser market. (/n1er11 Ir ifc P 11 ~ : I I 0 4 
2.2.4.2 Netscape Navigator 
Netscape, now part of America Online (AOL), i one of th two m t p pular Web 
rowsers. 'urrentl ulmust all Int ernet users use eith r Mier ofl' Int m t pl r r 
(M I brows r or Nets ·ape und man u r u e both. Alt h ugh in itiall · 
th prcdominnnt product in terms of usability und number of u r , Mi r oft' br wser 
1s n ·rnll onsid r ~d sup ·rior b many us r. although man ther u r ee them a 
1 ou hi cquivulcnt nnd hus taken u significant le-ad in usage. 
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Netscape's browser, called 11 Nnvi ntor, 11 ' ns dcvcl qed in 1995 b. a team led by Marc 
Andreessen, who creat ed Mosai , the fi rst Web br l\: ser tha had a graphical user 
interface, at the Univer ·ity of Illinois' National enter for Supercomputing Applications 
(NCSA) in 1993. 
AOL envisions the Netscape Web site, now transformed into a leading Web portal, a a 
leading source of revenue through advertising and e-commerce. (Jntem et ref eren e: 
I I 18 12004) 
2.2.5 Programming Technologies and Languages 
This section gives an overview of current programming tcchnologi s nnd Ian •ua • th ~ t 
can be used to develop this ommunityBoard. 
2.2.5.1 Active X 
Active X is a computing technology composed of several different component ea h 
performing a specialized task with c mmon element s that are programmed imilarl -. 
Some components add computing power to web pages, others allow document bj 
to call viewing program from across the Internet, and other ad ne capabilitie t 
Web servers. All the components use methods that are, if not capable of b ing hared 
among each ther at least similar to each either. All use ject Linkin 1 and mbeddin 
( L t.cchnolog to some degree to perform their ta ks and are usuall pro rammed in 
11 Ian un lin ·-tun ·d to Windows und OL ~, u h as Mi ro oft 
. With 
!\ tiv hnolo ies, Windows progrummers will have a much easier time combining 
tr 1dition11I Int rn t ·01111 ·t·ivit programs wit.h pow rfu l d kt p fh are package , 
nnd Internet us rs will find it easier to use the Internet to reate busines d ument and 
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use Web browsers to perform computin rnsk. Th ' It: hn ' k 'cs e ' ist today and are 
being put into use for innovative programs an i Web )f )grn s that can explore with 
Internet Explorer and other programs a ailab l from Micro~ oft . Microsoft Active X 
platform includes a number of technologies and software prgducts that support the 
Component Object Model (COM) specifica tion. The platform is a number of techni cal 
initiatives for controls, scripting, document object and database. 
2.2.5.2 ASP.NET (Active Server Page) 
ASP.NET (originally called ASP+) is the next generation of Microsoft 's Active Server 
Page (ASP), a feature of their Internet Information Server (HS). Both ASP and 
ASP.NET allow a Web site builder to dynamically build Web pages on the fl by 
inserting queries to a relational database in the Web page. ASP. NET i' differ nt than it. 
predecessor in two major ways: it supports code written in compiled languages such as 
Visual Basic, C++, C#, and Perl , and it features server control s that can eparate th 
code from the content, allowing WYSfWYG editing of pages. Although ASP.NET is 
not backwards compatible with ASP, it is able to run side b ide with A P 
applications. ASP.NET fil es can be recognized by their .aspx extension. (Int m I 
ref ere11ce: 11 18 12004) 
ASP.NET are server generated pages, which can call other programs t do thing like 
access databases, serve different puges to different browsers and ·a i all anyl hing \: 
used to do with 'ommon Gutewuy Interface ( · I). It olves all the problem as ociated 
with (' I and server APl s to ornmu nicute with other appli ati n running on th 
s rv r. 
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ASP.NET is also almost as eflicient ns writin ode dire tl) to the sc:;rver' s application 
program interface and it is a lot more efll ient than C I be ause it runs as a service and 
can take advantage of multithreaded architectur"s. 
2.2.5.3 Java Server Pages (JSP) 
Java Server Page (JSP) is a technology for controlling the content or appearance of Web 
pages through the use of servlets, small programs that are specified in the Web page and 
run on the Web server to modify the Web page before it is sent to the user who 
requested it . Sun Microsystems, the developer of Java, al so refors to the J P technolo . · 
as the Servlet application program interface (API). JSP is comparable to Microsoft 'v 
Active Server Page (ASP) technology. Whereas a Java Server Page call s a Java program 
that is executed by the Web server, an Active Server Page contains n script that i 
interpreted by a script interpreter (such as VB cript or JScript) before th page is s Ill to 
the user. An HTML page that contains a link to a Java servlet is sometimes given th 
file name suffix of .JSP. 
Java Server Pages is a new technology that aJlows the user to combine markup (HTML 
or XML) with Java code t dynamically generate web page '. The J P sp ifi ati n i 
implemented by everal web servers, and plug-ins are available that allow the u er to 
use. JSP upport · the same modularity, reusability, platform-independ n 
Java APJ, thut Java programming supports. This provides developer gr at ad antag s 
to raJ idl d velop and easily muintuin informution-rich, d nami 
more rein ed script -liko environment. 
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2.2.5.4 .Java 
Java is a programming languag e pressl de i ed f lr use in the distributed 
environment of the Internet. It was designed t ) ha e the "look and feel" of the C++ 
language, but it is simpler to use than '++ and enforces an object-oriented 
programming model. Java can be used to create complete applications that may run on a 
single computer or be di stributed among servers and clients in a network. It can aJso be 
used to build a small application module or applet for use as part of a Web page. 
Applets make it possible for a Web page' s user to interact within a site. 
The major characteri stics of Java are: 
•:• The programs that created are portable in a network. Source program is 
compiled into what Java ca lls bytecode, which can be nm anywhere in a n twork 
on a server or client that has a Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The JVM int rpr L 
the bytecode into code that will run on the real comput er. Thi s m an that 
individual computer platform differences such as instruction lengths can b 
recognized and accommodated locally just as the program is being e ut d. 
Platform-specific versions of your program are no longer needed. 
•:• The code is robust, meaning that unlike programs written in and perhap 
some other languages, the Java objects can contain no references to data t mat 
to themselves or ther known objects. This ensure that an in truction can n t 
contain the address of data storage in another application or in the op rating 
s stem il'S If either or which wou ld catl' the pr gram and perhap th 
op rating s ·tern it self to terminate or "crash". The JVM make a number of 
he ks on each obje ·t to e11sure integrity . 
•:• Jnvu is obj 1- oriented, which meuns that, among other characteristics, an object 
1u1 tak e udvunt agc of being part of a class of objc t and inh rit de that i 
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common to the class. Obj ts nr thou •ht f as "notms" tha t a u ~er might relate 
to rather than the traditional pro edural ''verbs'' . A metht)d can be thought of as 
one of the object's capabilities orb ha inrs. 
•!• In addition to being executed at the client rather than the server, a Java applet 
has other characteri stics designed to make it run fas t. 
•!• Relative to C++, Java is easier to learn. 
Java was introduced by Sun Microsystems in 1995 and instantly created a new sense f 
the interactive possibilities of the Web. Both major Web browsers include a N M. 
Almost all major operating system developers (rBM, Microsoft , and other ·) have add d 
Java compilers as part of their product offerings. 
The JVM includes an optional just-in-time compiler that dynamicall ompil s 
bytecode into an executable code as an alternative to interpreting one byte od 
instruction at a time. Jn many cases, the dynamic Just-Jn-Time (flT) c mpilation i 
faster than the virtual machine interpretation. 
2.2.5.5 JavaScri1>t 
JavaScript is an interpreted programming or script language from Netscape. JavaScript 
is an ea ·y to u ·e object scripting language designed fo r creating Ii e nl in appli ati n 
that link together objects und resources on both cl ient s and s rv r . Javu ript i 
desi ned r r use l> 1 ITM page authors and enterpri e appli ati n d el per t 
d numicull s ·ript the behavior of objects nmning on ith r a lient or a rver. 
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JavaScript gives developers the nbilit 10 i<' thin s ~u h 1s he k form contents, 
communicate with the user based on their a tion and modi( the web page dynamically 
without the webpage being reloaded and without the use Jav. plug-ins or Active X 
controls. 
What makes JavaScript special is the way it integrates with the web. JavaScript code i 
included as parts of a standard HTML document, just like other HTML tags and 
elements. JavaScript scripts run on the browser and are portable across any browser that 
includes JavaScript support, regardless of the operating system. JavaScript resid ~ 
inside the HTML file, and can provide levels of interactivity far beyond t picall 1 fl at 
HTML pages. JavaScript also supports titnctions, again without any special declarativ 
requirements. Functions can be properties of objects, ex curing ns loos I t p d 
methods. 
2.2.5.6 Visual Basic 
Visual Basic is a Microsoft Windows programming language. Visual Basic program 
are created in an r ntegrated Development nvironment (ID ). The r all w th 
programmer to create, nm and debug Vi ual Basic program conveniently. fDE all w a 
programmer to create working program ' in a fraction of the time that it uld n nnall · 
take to code programs without using ID s. The process of rapidl reating :rn 
uppli ution is t pi ull referred to us Rapid Application De el pm nt RAD . i ual 
Bnsi is the world 's most widely used RAD language. 
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Visual Basic is derived from the BA I ' pr l grnmm · n~ l \ 1 •uuge. \ i ·ua l Basic is a 
distinctly different language providing pow "rfol features swsh as graphical user 
interfaces, event handling, access to the ' in"' _ API cbject-eriented features, error 
handling, structured programming, and etc. 
The Microsoft Vi sual Basic development s stem version 6.0 is the most productive tool 
for creating high-performance components and applications. Visual Basic 6.0 offers 
developers the ability to create robust applications that reside on the client or server r 
operate in a distributed n-tier environment. 
The benefits of using the Vi sual Basic 6.0 include: 
•!• Use of the Visual Basic 6.0 integrated Vi sual Database Tools and new Data 
Environment Designer to vi sually design Oracle and Microsofl QL r 
database and create reusable dat a access queries-a ll without learning the VB 
environment. 
•!• Build server-side web applications that are easily acce ible fro m an brow er 
on any platfo rm with VB .0 web classes. Program highly interacti e web pa 
as easily as a Visual Basic fo rm with the new Dynamic HTML Page esign r. 
•!• Quickly develop rich data form , or u e the new integrated repon to de el 
sophisticated, hierarchical reports- all with drag and drop ease. 
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2.2.6 System Architecture 
2.2.6.1 Client Server Architecture Vs Stand- Alont' Architecturt' 
•!• Stand- Alone Architecture 
Stand-alone computer is where a computer that does no connect to other computer. 
The data and programs in a stand-alone computer are not shared with the other 
computers. The hard disk, printers and other hardware connected to a stand-alone 
computer can only be utilized through the computer they are connected to and 
inaccessible to other computer.{lnternet ref erence: 14 18 12004) 
•!• Client/Server Architecture 
A computer in a network can function either as a server computer or client computer 
according to the role that it plays . Usuall y the resources (data, program, hardwar 
to be shared are kept in one particular computer. The other computer that resour e~ 
to the other computers are called a server computer (server) whereas the other 
computer that uses the services provided by the server are called the client computer 
(client). (Internet ref ere11ce: 14 18 12004) 
2.2.6.2 Characteristics of Client/Server Architecture 
•:• Combinati n o f a client or front-end portion that interacts with the u r and a 
·erver r back-end portion that int eracts with the shared resour e . Th lient 
pro ·s ·ontuins solution-specifi c log ic and provide the interfa e between the 
us ·r und the rest o f the upplicat ion system. The erver pro e acts as a software 
ngin thut mn 1111ges shared resources such a da taba e , printer modems, or 
high-powered processors. 
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•!• The front-end task and l>ack-cnd task ha c fundamentally di fferent requirements 
for computing resources such as pro ss r sp~ d ~ , n mo 
capacities, and input/output devi es. 
disk speeds and 
•!• The environment is typically heterogeneous and mult i vendor. The hardware 
platform and operating system of client and server are not usually the same. 
Client and server processes communicate through a well-defined set of standard 
application program interfaces (API's) and Remote Procedure Calls (RPC's). 
•!• An important characteristic of client-server systems is scalability. They can be 
scaled horizontally or vertically. Horizontal scaling means adding or removing 
client workstations with only a slight performance impact. Vertical calin0 
means migrating to a larger and faster server machine or multi servers. 
2.2.7 Web Editor Tool 
Web editor tool is a software application used to create multimedia content typica ll for 
delivery on the World Wide Web. 
2.2. 7.1 Drcamwcavcr MX 
Dreamweaver MX is the latest release from the Macromedia and it has om ignifi ant 
improvements over version 4. It delivers a complete set of tools for creating and 
managing any profe sional web site. Thi powerfu l devel pment luti n ombin 
ren wned visual layout tools of reamweaver, the rapid web application fea tures f 
Dreumw av r ltrnD v, und th extensive c de ed it ing upp rt f H me ite in ne 
int e 'rated pncknge. 
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Below are the advantages of Dreamwcav r MX· 
• Jt is a powerful tool to create, build nnd mnnn e ' eb site~ . 
• Built-in reference guides. 
• Site setup wizard helps to configure ite informati<Jn instant! 
• Provide the ability to work on multiple sites. 
• Integrated workspace shared with Flash MX and Fireworks MX. 
• Code validator and built-in validating mechanisms make it easy to check a page. 
2.2. 7.2 Microsoft Front Page 2003 
Microsoft FrontPage 2003 provides the features, flexibility, and functionality to help to 
build better Web sites. It includes the professional design, authoring, data and 
publishing tool s needed to create dynamic and sophisticated Web sites. 
Below are the advantages of Microsoft Front Page 200 
• Design better-looking sites. 
• Generate code faster and easier. 
• Extend the Power and Reach of the Web Site. 
2.2.7.3 Microsoft Visual tudio .N ET 2003 
Visual Studio .NET is the only development envi ronment built fro m the gr und up t 
enable integration thr ugh M Web services. B all wing appli ntion t har dut l 
over the Int ·met ML Web services enuble developers to as emble appli ati n from 
new and exi ·ting ·ode, r ·gurdl ·ss of pl11 tform, programming languag r bje t model. 
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Visual Studio .NET 200 Prolessionnl "nnh lcs dcvek r er build a broad range of 
applications for Microsotl Windows " Web, nnd the d vices rapidly. With intuitive 
vi sual designers, high-performance data a ss tee Is, server- ide visual designers, 
native support for the Microsoft .NET Compact Frameworlb and inherent support for 
XML Web services, Vi sual Studio .NET 2003 Professional delivers improved 
reliability, security, and performance. 
Visual Studio .NET 2003 enables you to address today' s most pressing application 
development and deployment challenges, streamline business processes, and realize 
new business opportunities. The unified Visual Studio .N T 200 "' integrated 
development environment (IDE) and a choice of programming languages- including 
Microsoft Visual Basic® .NET 2003, Mi crosotl Visual ~ .N ~ T 200 , Mi ro .: , fl 
Visual C#® .NET 2003 , and Microsoft Visual J#™ .NET 2003- cnablc develop r to 
build professional applications . 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
3.1 Software Development Life ycle 
Systems Development Life Cycle - (SDL ) Any logical process used by a systems 
analyst to develop an information system, including requirements, validation, training, 
and user ownership. 
An SDLC should result in a high quality system that meets or exceeds customer 
expectations, within time and cost estimates, works effectively and efficiently in the 
current and planned Information Technology infrastructure, and is cheap to maintain 
and cost-effective to enhance. 
SDLC is overall process of developing information systems through a multi step pro ess 
from investigation of initial requirements through analysis, design, implementation an 
maintenance. There are many different models and methodologies, but each generall 
consists of a series of defined steps or stages. 
A number of system development life cycle (SDLC) models have been created: 
waterfall, fountain, spiral, build and fix , rapid prototyping, incremental, and n hronize 
and stabilize. 
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The oldest of these, and the best known, is th ' nt "rfo I· l sequen ti of stages in w hich 
the output of each stage becomes the input for the next . These stages can be 
characterized and divided up in different ways, in ludin:o the fo lowing: 
•:• Project planning, feasibility study: Establi shes a high-level view of the intended 
project and determines its goals. 
•:• Systems analys is, requirements definition : Refines project goals into defi ned 
functions and operation of the intended application. Analyzes end-user 
information needs. 
•:• Systems design: Describes desired features and operations in deta il in ludin 
screen layouts, business rules, process diagrams, pseudo code and other 
documentation. 
•:• Implementation: The real code is written here. 
•:• Integration and testing: Brings all the pieces together int o a special te ti n
0 
environment, then checks for errors, bugs and interoperability. 
•:• Acceptance, installation, deployment: The final stage of initial de elopment 
where the software is put into production and runs actual business. 
•:• Maintenance: What happens during the rest of the software' li fe : chang 
correction, addit ions, and moves to a di fferent computing platform and et . 
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1 he strncture imposed by thi s SDLC is sp ifi ally d s·gned to max1m1ze the 
probability of a successful soflwnr d I ' Pill nt tfi rt . To a c0mpli: h this, the SDLC 
relies on ti.mr primary concepts: 
•:• Scope Restriction 
•:• Progressive Enhancement 
•:• Pre-defined Strncture 
•!• Incremental Planning 
These four concepts combine to mitigate the most common ri sks associated with 
software development efforts. 
3.2 Methodology Consideration 
The system development methodology is a method to create a system with n seri s of 
steps or operations or can be defin ed as system li fe cycle model. ry 
development process model includes system requirements (user, needs, resource a 
input and a fini shed product as output . 
User, System Finished 
Needs, Development - Pr duct 
'~ 
. . 
Resource 
Evaluation 
~ 
Figure - 1 ystcm cvelopmcnt Proce Model 
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The main objectives to a system d elopm nt mcf'h( d ll )gy are to make sure that all 
objectives progress and problems an b dete ted during the development. After 
planning, a process model is identified fo r the d elopment 1 thi s s stem. 
3.2.1 Design Technique Consideration 
Object-oriented analysis (OOA) is concerned with developing software engmeermg 
requirements and specifications that expressed as a system's object model (which is 
composed of a population of interacting objects), as opposed to the traditional data r 
fonctional views of systems. 
Object-oriented design (OOD) is concerned with developing an obje t-ori nt d mod I 
of a software system to implement the identified requirements. Object Orient ed Design 
is a design method in which a system is modeled as a co llection of cooperating obj t 
and individual objects are treated as instances of a class within a class hierarchy. 
Four stages can be identified: 
•:• Identi fy the classes and objects 
•:• Identi ty their semantics 
•:• Identi ty their relationships 
•:• Specify class and object interface ' and implementati n 
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Analysis and design are closer to c:a h oth r i11 the c hj t-oi:·ented approach than in 
structured analysis and design. For this reason similar notations are oft en used during 
analysis and the early stages of design. Design an be th ught gf : 
•:• The first, called high-level design deals with the decomposition of the system 
into large, complex objects. 
•:• The second phase is called low-level design. In this phase, attributes and 
methods are specified at the level of individual objects. 
This is also where a project can reali ze most of the reuse of object-oriented produ ts, 
since it is possible to guide the design so that lower-level obj ects correspond e actly t 
those in existing object libraries or to develop objects with reuse potential. As in OOA, 
the OOD artifacts are represented using CAS tools w ith object-oriented terminolog '. 
OOD and OOA can yield the foll owing benefits: 
•:• maintainability through simpli fi ed mapping to the problem domain, whi h 
provides for less analys is effort, less complexity in system design, and easier 
verifi cation by the user; 
•:• reusability of the design artifacts, which saves time and costs· and 
•!• productivi ty gains through direct mapping to fea tures of Object-Oriented 
Programming Languages 
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Potential benefits in an 00 based developm nt cm ir 
•!• better modeling of the problem domain (equals ha ·er users) 
•!• better overall software design with a str )no focus on cl' ss structure 
•!• more flexible and maintainable systems through better class partitioning 
•!• good documentation (the notations) - and a single central overall design notation 
(the Object Model) 
•!• a flexible approach to project phasing 
•!• assistance in tie-ing down requirements, and 
•!• less work (in the long run) 
Object Modeling allows us to focus on exactly what problem we are trying to sol e 
before look at the best way of implementing the model in a particul ar programming 
language. 
3.2.2 Methodology Used 
Unified Software Development Process or just called Unified Process (UP) is an object-
oriented methodology that adopted in the development of Community Board. 
R quircm nls 
work flow 
Andly is 
work flow 
I n 
work flow 
' l 
work flow 
Inception 
ph 
laboration 1 Con truction 1 
I I phase 1 phase 1 
-
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
1 
_..._\_ 
___ 1 __ _ 
J 
Ti • 
... 
Figure -2 : Tho 'ore Work flows and the Phases of the Unified Process 
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Unified Process, each cycle cont ains fbur phns s ' hi h 'lfe ie, ribed in table below: 
Table 3- 1: Four major phis s in ni fied Process 
Phases 
Inception phases 
Elaboration phases 
Goal -
•:• Concluding with the project objective milestone. 
•:• Focuses on establishing the project's scope and vision; 
that is, establishing the system feasibility of the effort 
and stabilizing the objectives of the project. 
•:• Concluding with the architecture milestone. 
•!• Focuses on establishing the system's requirements and 
architecture; that is, establishing the technical feasibilit . · 
of the effort and stabilizing the architecture of the 
system. 
Construction phases •:• Concluding with the Initial Operational apabilit 
Transition phases 
milestone. 
•:• Focuses on completing construction or building of the 
system. 
•!• Concluding with the Product Release milestone. 
•!• Focuses on completing transitioning or deplo ment f 
the system to the u er community. 
Within · nified Process six workflows cut across the set of four pha e . ach w rktlow 
is a set uf u tivities thnt perf'ormed by project developer . The fi e w rkflo" are: 
•:• Requirement s workflow 
•:• Anni sis workflow 
•:• D sign worktlow 
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•:• Implementation worktlow 
•:• Test workflow 
Within each phase are a number of iterations. Iteration repre ents a complete 
development cycle, from requirements capture in analysis to implementation and testing 
that result in the release of an executable project. 
Why Unified Process? 
•:• UP provides the detailed steps for going from an idea to a deli vered software 
application. 
•!• UP is characteri zed by 3 primary elements that can bring a success to the 
software development : 
1. Use-case driven 
Functional requirements are captured as instnictions to a black box . 
11. Architecture Centric 
The environment, tools, and components available are used to avoid re-
inventing what already exists. 
111. /ncremenla/ and /Jerative 
Instead of mandating perfec tion, the process uses continual iteration t 
achieve refined excellence. 
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3.3 Research Methodology 
3.3.1 Information Gathering 
Effective and appropriate techniques must b u~ ed t ~ define and elicit user' s 
requirement. Research methods that usuall used are library research, discussion and 
internet surfi ng. 
•!• Library research 
By collecting journals, magazine and news paper related web-based appl ication 
security of web-based system, current group board web-based application, and the 
web technology using nowadays, provided a lot of useful info rmation in m · 
researched. 
•!• Discussion 
Discussions were held with project supervi sor, classmates regarding development 
system. The di scussions help me to understand more about the system requi rements, 
user requirements, and development requirements. 
•!• Internet surfing 
The last techniques had been used are internet surfing. Through internet surfing the 
latest news and information regarding electronic whiteboard groups ·tern (or gr up 
board system), e-group system and current web technologies. 
3.3.2 Research on Existing System 
The lit erature review wa · done to gather more information about the collab rative t I . 
The in formu ti 11 from the reseur ·hes of ex isting Gr up Manngem nt 
lo overcome the shortages of the current systems. Besides, the pros or advantages of the 
urrent s st n1 ·11 11 he r ·us d 1·00 or ev n enhanced in the s tern in rder t develop a 
b t t r system. 
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Chapter 4 Systc111 Analysis 
4.1 System Requirement Analysis 
CommunityBoard system is a web-based multimedia s 1stem. The system requi rements 
for this whiteboard system can be divided into two categories: 
•:• Functional requirement 
•:• Non-functional requirement 
4.1. J Functional Requirement 
Functional requirement describe the interactions between the system and it 
environment. Since the requirements describe a system' s behavior, the frm rional 
requirements also explain how the system hould behave under certain timuli . Th 
following sub-sections explain the requirements in deta il. 
4.1.l.1 Group Management Module 
4. 1. 1. 1. 1 Community 
Each user can join their own group or community without disturbing other group 
members, and users are free to creating their own group or community. 
4. I. 1. 1.2 Message Board 
The message board will provide u space where can ' har e hung and gaining n ' 
knowledge through group discu sion. 
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4. I. I .2 Network WhifeBoard Modul<-
4. / . / . 2. 1 Real 'l'ime /)rcm-ing 1'.'dilor 
The whiteboard w ill provide an area for users to dnn a d dis lay the output. It is a real 
time environment where every connected user belonging to the same group can see the 
output on the whiteboard at the same time. 
4. 1. 1.2.2 Drawing Tools 
There is variety of drawing tools available in thi s module. Users can select free hand 
drawing tools or shape drawing. The basic shape includes rectangle, circle, po lygon and 
so on. Users can select the basic shape and drag it into the drawing area instead of using 
freehand drawing tools. 
4.1.1. 2.3 ?'ext Editor 
Users can input text into the drawing area as the description of the drawing. 
4.1./. 2.4 Eraser Tool 
This feature allows users to improve their drawing. 
4. 1.1.2.5 Color a11d Drawi11g Tool · Se11i11g 
Users can select the color and other setting according to their preference. F r e ample 
users can ·elect different pens or bm hes to draw. sers arc allowed t e l t difli r nt 
line widths. 
4. I. I. . 6 C'11rre11t ( l .HtrS S 1 :ti 11 
Thi s s ·1io11 will ii pla ult the current users that arc u ing th whiteb ard tern. 
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4.1.1.3 
Leader 
Momber 
Use Case Diagram 
CommunityBoard System 
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4.1 . 1.4 Functional Requirement Definition 
4. J .1.4. l Register 
·~1-------..i•l---------t R · I Database 
Guest 
Brief Description 
The initial page which begins the system is Home page. The page lets the u st w 
register if he/she wants to perform further activities that provided by ommunityBoard. 
They need to provide personal information, an identity usernarnc and a uniqu 
password. 
Initial Step-By-Step Description 
Pre-co11dilion: None 
I ) Click on 'Register', and ystem will di splay a register form . 
2) The guest input hi s/her per onal in formation, username and unique password at th 
registration f rm. 
) ystem will in ·ert the info rmation entered into databa e whi h rd r b 
pn rit num r. 
4) atubu 'c updut ~d and guest is sent tu home page for log in purpo e. 
I ost-co11di1io11 : Th u ·st is now re · i.' tercd to be a rncmb r of ommunit 18 ard . 
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4. 1. 1.4.2 Login 
~L I I Database ~~~~~--•~r~~--====-~·:===::======~ 
Member/Leader/ Administrator 
Brief Description 
The initial page which begins the system is Home page with the login in function. The 
page lets the user to log in as an authorized member or admini strator. Depending on the 
log in status, the system sends the user in two different directories. 
Initial Step-By-Step Description 
Pre-condilion: The user has already registered 
I) The user input s hi s I her nickname and password into login box . 
2) When the user fini shes the entry, he I she selects " Login" button. 
3) If Login success, the system will then refresh the page and display username on th 
top corner. 
Post-co11diti011: The user is now authorized to browse the web site. 
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4.1. 1.4.3 Manage Adverti sement 
Admini strator 
Brief Description 
Manage 
Advertisement 
nalysis 
L Database 
Administrators of CommunityBoard are able to update the announcements to 
communicate with the members. This function will broadcast the important message to 
members. The announcement will be di splayed on Home Page by a marquee function. 
Initial Step-By-Step Description 
Pre-condition: The administrator is required to log in. 
I) Admini strator gets into the admini strative workspace. He/She can select to manage 
announcements by click the "Announce" button . 
2) On select, system will display the workspace to update the announcement. 
3) Admini strator required to fill in the latest announcement to be published and submit 
by click the "Update" button. 
Post-condition: The announcement updated and ready to publish to members. 
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4. I . I .4.4 Delete Message 
Admini strator 
Brief Description 
Delete 
Message 
Database 
Administrators are required to delete unwanted message posted by irresponsible 
members. These messages are not suitable to be viewed by public or maybe the message 
is highly inactive for a certain time period. Thi s function will help monitoring user' s 
activities and reduces database burden. 
Initial Step-By-Step Description 
Pre-condition: The admini strator is required to log in. 
I) Administrator gets into the administrative workspace. He/She can select to delete 
topics or messages. 
2) On select, system will di splay all the required messages items within a certain ti me 
period. 
3) Admin can select the messages which need to be deleted . 
I os1-co11ditio11: The me age databa e updated and ready to publish to memb r . 
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4. J . 1.4.5 Delete Group 
Admini strator 
Brief Description 
Delete 
Group 
Database 
nalysis 
Administrators are required to delete the group which is inactive for a long time period. 
Only administrators are allowed to delete a group. This fonction will help monitoring 
group' s activities and reduces database burden. 
Initial Step-By-Step Description 
Pre-condition: The administrator is required to log in . 
J) Administrator can select to view all the groups. 
2) Before administrator decides to delete a group, he/she must make announcement t 
alert the leader first. If the leader still take no action to active the group for a certain 
time period, admin can delete the group. 
3) Administrator can select the groups which i inactive for a long time or some group 
which is simply created by irresponsible members. 
Post-conditio11: The group deleted and the database updated. 
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4. 1. 1.4.6 Create Group 
Member 
Brief Description 
Create 
Group 
Database 
nalysis 
Every member has the rights to create a group. Once the group success created, he/she 
will be the leader of that group. He/ She are required to manage the group properly. 
Initial Step-By-Step Description 
Pre-condition: The leader or member is required to log in . 
I) Member can create a group but he/she must be a leader after the group sue ·ess 
created . He/She is responsibility to monitor the group properl y. 
2) Once they found some messages that need to be deleted, he/she can email the 
administrator manually to perform the monitoring task. 
3) To create new group, member needs to complete the application forms and submit. 
4) System will precede the appli cation and database will be updated aft.er su es . 
Post-condition: The group created and the database updated. 
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4.1.1.4. 7 Edit Personal Info 
Member 
Brief Description 
Edit Personal 
Info 
Database 
naJysis 
Member can edit his/her personal profile. It includes the personal information, contact 
information, password and so on. 
Initial Step-By-Step Description 
Pre-co11ditio11: The member is required to log in. 
I) After login, system will display his/her Personal Information at the left corner. 
2) ff he/she wants to edit it, just simply click Edit Profile", system will display edit 
form. 
3) Member is required to make modification and click the update button to submit. 
Post-conditio11: The user profile updated. 
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4.1.1.4.8 Send Invitation 
Leader 
Brief Description 
Send 
Invitation 
Database 
nalysis 
Leaders can invite his/her friends to join the private group together. Leaders need to 
complete the invitation form with the email address of their friends. Leaders required 
transferring the invitation message generated by system to a outlook service. Then end 
to all the receivers using the outlook services. 
Initial Step-By-Step Description 
Pre-condition: The leader is required to log in . 
I) If members click the Invite button at the private group page, system will di spla) a 
invitation form . 
2) Members need to complete it with few email address of the receivers. 
3) After submit, all the email address will add to invitation li st 
4) Invitation message generated by system automatic, and leader required to tran fer it 
to an outlook service and send it to all the receivers. 
Post-conditio11 : Invitation Ii t updated and email sent using outlook servi e. 
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4.1.1.4.9 Join Group 
Member 
Brief Description 
Join 
Group 
Database 
Members can join every public group for this system. To join the private group, 
members need a unique password which is generates during system send the invitation. 
This is to protect the contents for the private groups. 
Initial Sa·ep-By-Step Description 
Pre-condition: The member is required to log in . 
I) After browse on the group list, members can select a group to join. 
2) Members just need to click the link for the group, and then the system will veri f r 
whether the selected group is a private group or public group. 
3) ff the group is private, system will request the password . Members need to enter the 
password that received. 
4) After submit , system will add the entire member to that selected group. 
5) If the group is public, sy ·tem will direct precede the membership and add the 
member into that sele ted gr up. 
I o.~1-c 11ditio11 : Member joined a group and able to p rfurm all the a tivitie of thi 
system. 
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4. 1.1.4. 10 Post Message 
Post 
Message 
r-- - = =-+ 1-l _ _ o_a_ta_b_a_s_e_~ 
Member 
Brief Description 
Member can communicate with others group members using a message board . He/She 
can post a new topic or reply to existing topic s. 
Initial Step-By-Step Descri1>tion 
Pre-conditiot1 : The member is required to log in and join a group. 
I) Atler join a group, group welcome message is di splayed . 
2) Besides, members are sent to a message board which only belongs to that group. 
3) Members can select to post a new topic or reply to existing topics. 
4) System will di splay a message form, and member needs to complete it and submit. 
Post-condition: Message sent to related topics. And database updated and all the 
messages are ready to display. 
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4.1.1.4. 11 Search 
Search Database 
Member/Guest 
Brief Description 
Member can search the existing groups, topics or messages by using keyword or created 
user. The filter will match to the description of each different search items. But if the 
guest wants to join a group, he/she need to register become a member first. 
Initial Step-By-Step Description 
Pre-co11ditio11 : None. 
I) Member or Guest can search the existing groups, topics or messages by using 
keyword or created user. 
2) At search page, he/she just needs to enter the keyword and click Search button . 
3) System will send the filter to database and find the matched results. 
4) But the guest can not join a group before he/ he register as a member. 
PosL-condiLion: Matched result displa ed. 
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4. 1.1.4.12 Navigate Whiteboard 
Member 
Brief Description 
Navigate 
WhiteBoard 
Database 
nalysis 
Member can communicate with others group members using a network white board. 
He/She can navigate the whiteboard after join the group. 
Initial Step-By-Step Description 
Pre-co11ditio11: The member is required to log in and join a group. 
I) After join a group, at the group's welcome page, member can click the WhiteBoard 
button to navigate a group white board. 
2) Inside the whiteboard, member can draw, erase, save and so on . 
3) Member also can use the chat room provided by the groupboard service. 
Posl-condilio11: Member able to navigate the whiteboard. 
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4. 1. 1.4. 13 View Member 
Member 
Brief Description 
View 
Member 
Database 
nalysis 
Inside the whiteboard session, the online group members are displayed. But after 
member leave the white board system, he/she still can view the member who 1s 
online/offiine by click the "Member'' link on the menu bar. 
Initial Step-By-Step Description 
Pre-condition: The member is required to log in and join a group. 
I) Member can direct view that who is online during he/she 1s 111 the whiteboard 
system. 
2) But after they leave the white board system, they can view the entire member. 
3) Member can simply send email to others group members by click the displayed 
email link . 
Pos/-co11di1io11 : Member able to view online group member. 
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4.1.2 Non-functional Requirement 
Non-fun ctional requirements are defined as the onstra ints under ' hi h the system must 
operate, and the standard w hich must be met by th~ del i ered . y tern. lt also covers the 
:;) 
system properties, such as response time and memory requirements. These requirements 
are very subjective but are as important as the func tional requirement. 
4. l.2.1 Inter-Operability 
CommunityBoard is able to operate using any web browsers, any operating system 
platfo rms and computers from di fferent suppliers. Users have the capability to work 
together, share data and processes as appropriate through the internet. 
4.1.2.2 Scalability 
A system is described as scalable if it remains effective w hen there is a significa nt 
increase in the number of resources and the number of users. ommunityBoard is 
designed with the scalability feature. The whiteboard can accommodate a lo t of users at 
one time. 
4.1.2.3 Reliability 
A system is aid to be reliable if it does not produce dangerous or costly failures w hen it 
is used in a reasonable manner, that is, in a manner that a typical user expects is normal. 
This defin ition recognizes that a system may not always be used in the wa that the 
designer expect ' . 
The applicati< n system, so ttware and hardware shall be reliable and shall not cause 
ur111 ·ssa und uni larrncd dt wntime of the overall environment. 
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4.1.2.4 User-Friendliness 
The design of CommunityBoard and its interfa e a11n to be "fr:.end l ,' and easily 
understood. Generally, the design of the whiteboard interface G mfi rms to the fo llowing 
criteria : 
4.1.2.5 
•:• Consistent, in term of screen design and error messages displayed. 
•:• Accommodation of any level of user. 
•:• Appropriate error handling with associated error messages. 
•:• High degree of understandability. 
•:• A void too much memorization of event and commands. 
Response Time 
The response time to retrieve the latest drawing on the whiteboard has to be within a 
reasonable interval time. It means that all drawing should be available to users at an 
point in time. 
4.l.2.6 Efficiency 
Efficiency in this information technology world means a process or procedure that can 
be call or accessed in an unlimited of times to produce similar outcomes or output at a 
creditable speed. 
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4.2 Hardware Requirements 
The development environment can be divided into tv o main part s· 
•!• Hardware requirements 
•!• Software Requirements 
The recommended hardware requirement s for the development environment are li st as 
the following : 
•!• IBM compatible PC with a Pentium 166 MMX processor or higher. 
•!• 64MB RAM or higher. 
•!• 420MB of hard disk space or higher. 
•!• SVGA Graphic Adapter. 
•!• Keyboard and mouse as input devices. 
4.3 Software Requirements 
The recommended software requirements for the development environment are li st as 
the following : 
•!• Java Development Kit 1.4.2 as the development kit. 
•!• Microsoft Visio Studio .NET as the development software. 
•!• Windows XP as the network operating system. 
•!• Microsoft Internet Information Server as web server. 
•!• Any Java - capable web browser. 
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4.4 Tools and technology to be used 
4.4.1 Network Architecture Analysis 
nalysis 
Three-tier client- server architecture is cho en to implement CommunityBoard . A single 
tier host system is not feasible as this web-based system is in a client/server 
environment a two-tier (client centric or server centric) needs the software to be 
installed on multiple clients. Three-tier is chosen because of the following advantages: 
•!• Some upgrades can be done entirely at the server level 
•!• An increasing number of homogeneous products are available off the shelf pre--
made software is cheap. 
•!• Since only the information to be displayed is sent on the network, there is little 
network bandwidth compared to the client-centric model. The load ma. 
however, be higher between the business logic and data services systems if the 
are on different servers. 
•!• Allows for (actually encourages) component-based development, which can 
increase reusability . 
•!• Two medium servers are often cheaper than one larger server. The separation of 
business and data services make two servers an option. 
4.4.2 Development Tools Analysis 
An analysis was carried out on the development tools for thi s ommunit yBoard tern . 
After reviewing and analyzing the 'ystem requirements, the tools for developing the 
whit board have n de idcd . The c to ls include the operating stem plat{j rm, web 
s rver, programming h nguage and the development oftware. Be ide considering the 
suitnbilit of th tool ' to the ' stern requirement , the to I u ed must be able to upp rt 
cu ·h oth r. 
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4.4.2.1 Operating System Platform - \Vindows Proft"ssional :X P 
Windows Professional XP discovered to be most appropriate ap{?lication platform for 
CommunityBoard system. Windows Professional XP is suitable fo r businesses of all 
sizes due to its manageability, reliability and security features. 
Advantages of Windows Professional XP are: 
£S Currently enjoys a dominant position as the preferred network operation by most 
corporations. 
£S It is based on 32-bit computing architecture and a fully protected memor 
model. 
£S More reliable and more easily recover from system problem s. 
£S Supports innovative web publishing features, customizable tools and the newer 
technologies. 
£S Windows 95 and Windows 98 not chosen because they are unable to provide 
web services and do not have a web server' s feature. 
£S Windows NT 4 and Windows 2000 has the features to be server but not selected 
because Windows Professional XP is more stable. 
£S Comprise a user friendly graphic user interfaces (GUI) which make it easy for 
both consumer and computer professional to use. 
£S Linux did have user friendly GUI but it undoubtedly has a much lower usage 
percentage in market. 
UNIX was not chosen because it doesn' t provide u er a proper G I. 
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4.4.2.2 Database - Microsoft SQL Strver 
The Database Management Systems that has been sele ted in this pr ~ ect is Microsoft 
SQL Server. Provide data management and anal) i so lut i n that will deliver increased 
security, scalability, and availability to enterprise data and analytical applications while 
making them easier to create, deploy, and manage. 
Advantages of Microsoft SQL Server are: 
Ji5 This is a step further by providing dynamic sizing for databases and transaction 
logs. This means that databases and transactions logs can grow and shrink 
without requiring any intervention by an administrator. 
Ji5 Able to reduce the amount of time required to administrator SQL server. It has 
many wizards to assist the administrator in his/her work . 
Ji5 The amount of RAM used by SQL server can be automatically adjusted on an is-
needed basic. 
Ji5 Online backups can now take place with 95% throughput rate. This is a big 
benefit for sites that must be available around the clock . 
Ji5 SQL server has a security model that is more tightly integrated with Windows 
OS Platform. 
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4.4.2.3 Web Server - Microsoft lnternt't Information Srrver (II ) 6.0 
Microsoft Internet Information Services (HS) .0 is hosen t pr vide a comprehensive 
web services and it is designed lo support multiple web server ssenarios ranging from 
simple sites on a corporate intranet to larger ISP web forms. It can be considered as a 
high-end enterprise-level server. IIS is considered by experts to be just as powerful as 
and much easier to set up and maintain than many of its UNIX-based competitors. 
Advantages of Microsoft Internet Information Services (HS) 6.0 are: 
Ji!!: Its suitability for medium size to large size high volume sizing or corporate web 
developers looking for ease of use. 
Ji!!: Its bundled with Windows Operating System Platform and this makes 
CommunityBoa.rd easy to implement even faced with the limited budget problem. 
Ji!!: JIS 6.0 is the fastest web server and completely integrated with Windows 
Professional XP directory service. This combination of web server and OS 
services makes it possible to deploy scalable and reliable web-based application. 
Ji!!: ITS 6.0 supports SSL 3.0, which provides a secure communications channel 
between a browser and server. 
Ji!!: Accessible since all kinds of browsers can work with it . 
Ji!!: Allows for hosting multiple sites. 
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4.4.2.4 Programming Language - .Java 
Java has been selected as programming langua:::ies that de" el p CommunityBoard 
system. rt standardizes the development and deplo) ment of the kind of secure, portable, 
reliable, and scalable applications required by the networked econom . 
Advantages of Java are: 
.li5 Distribution of whiteboard on the web 
The web is revolutionary medium for the di stribution of information whiteboard 
that are created on the java platform allows anyone with a web brow ·er to 
access. This means an instant world wide audience and it is a vase important 
over writing traditional whiteboard . 
.li5 Multi-User Interaction 
The java platform facilitates interaction by multiple users. Java has libraries that 
support web and internet protocol. Thus, applets running on different computer 
can communicate with each other via the whiteboard . 
.li5 Multiple pl atform 
In this case, the whiteboard must cater for the widest possible variet o f 
browsers and client: platform. Active X, however, can only be acce sed 1a 
Microsoft Internet Explorer browser running on 32-bit machines. The e are till 
man trade-off if Active X is used, such a a lack of support fo r non-Micro oft 
browser and limited functionality for u ers o f Macint sh and Window 3.1 
mn hin s. For thi s reason, Java appears as the best tools for the w hiteboard 
development because Java supports multiple plat fo rms. In Java environment a 
, 
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Java program compiles to bytecode whi h i$ xe uted y .l a a Virtual Machine 
(JVM). Thus, any platform that implement s the 1' M w·ll be able to run the 
bytecode. In addition, by using Java' s Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT), a 
white board can have appropriate look and feel regardless of the underlying 
windows system. In concrete terms, this means that the programmers can 
compile a Java whiteboard once and it will run on any computers that have a 
Java-enabled browser, such as the Netscape Navigator. The combination of 
multi platforms support and the world wide di stribution over the web gives Java 
whiteboard the widest possible audience. 
16 Object-Oriented Programming 
The Java platform support object-oriented programmmg. This make Java a 
great language to develop CommunityBoard since it helps to manage comple it 1 
and code-reuse. Thereby, it helps cutting down development time. The object 
metaphor is ideal for creating graphics. 
16 Simplicity - Java is viewed as a simple language in several ways. 
o First, Java 's syntax resembles that of C and C++. Thus, it is not too 
difficult to learn for C and C+t programmers. 
o Second, Java eliminatory features from C and C++ which are redundant 
or led to poorly written or in secure code. The result is a smaller, simpler 
language than either C or C 
Third, Java makes memory management simple with the elimination of 
pointers and the use f garbage collection to reclaim unus d allocated 
mcmor . This reduces common sources of bugs and frustra6on. The 
simplicit y of Java platform makes whiteboard easier to understand and 
debug. 
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4.4.2.5 Web Applicafion Programming Lnngungt' 
Due to the compari son done on the constraints, limitatiot _ and advantages of the 
programming language, it is decided that ASP. T technology with JavaScript are 
chosen as main server-side scripting language for thi s project. The approach choice is 
due to the fact that it is simple to implement and no extra addition software 
requirements needed besides Windows XP Professional and Internet Information Server 
(TIS) 6.0. 
4.4.2.6 Web Browser - Microsoft Inter Explorer 6.0 
Internet Explorer 6 (IE 6.0) is selected as the web browser of thi s project. IE 6.0 ·onsi ·t 
of many new and enhanced features and capable to maintain the privacy of personal 
information on the Web. Advantages of IE 6.0 are: 
£S It incorporates media player in its "media bar" for playing videos and music. 
£S JE6 has good support for XML and XHTML. 
£S IE comes with a lot of plug-in ready installed. 
£S Fault collection services of IE 6.0 help identify potential problems that need to be 
fixed in future Internet Explorer Service Packs. 
4.4.2.7 Web Authoring Tools - Microsoft Visio Studio .NET 
The web authoring tool that has been chosen in thi s project is Micro oft Visio Studio 
.NET. It is an etlicient pr gram as well as allowing working fa ster and di ing into code 
when needed. Advantages of Microsott Visio tudio .NET are: 
lt is a powerfol t ol to create, build and manage website . 
it setup wizard helps to configure site infr>rmation instantly. 
Built -in rcforenc guides and simply diving into code when needed 
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Chapter 5 Systen1 Design 
5.l System Architecture 
' haptcr '\ ·stem Design 
The CommunityBoard system is designed to support multi user communication. This 
design is based on the client/server architecture, where a central server manages part ial 
actions (events) generated from users to whiteboard and each user runs a client program 
that interacts with him/her through a Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) . Users may 
connect to the client program and they should be able to communicate with other users. 
5.1.1 Adapting Client/Server Architecture to CommunityBoard System 
Thi s section discusses in brief detail the basic networking architecture of 
CommunityBoard system by carrying the client/server approach a step forward and 
design a complete network whiteboard . As far as concerned about the traditional role of 
a server strictly providing information to a ' dumb ' client. When it comes to a 
whiteboard, however, the concept of what the clients and servers are responsible for 
changes some what . For thi s case, a whiteboard server is responsible for receiving 
client ' s (user' s) events and di spatches them to the other users. Jn turn, the clients are 
responsible for generating and sending the events to the server, as well as updating 
themselves based on other users events received from the server. 
In fact, the design of whiteboard can be divided cleanl y into the client side and the 
server ' ide. These two component ' arc logica lly separate, communicating enti re! 
through a whiteboard protocol defined between them. 
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S.1.2 The CommunityBoard's Server 
CommunityBoard system is designed to support mult i-users. T e server side of the 
whiteboard acts almost like a middleman, managing the different users and helping 
them communicate effectively. This system is designed to be completely client-driven, 
all the server will do is echoing any message it receives. Most specifically, a whiteboard 
server takes on the role of handling the network connection through sockets for each 
user, along with querying for any responding to events for the users. 
The role of the genenc whiteboard server can be broken down into the following 
activities: 
I. Initiate the server socket. 
2. Create groups of whiteboard. 
3. Wait for users to connect. 
4. Accept the user connection. 
5. Place the users into the group they choose. 
6. Manage the tlow of the whiteboard and communication each user with other 
users. 
7. Notify the users of the state of the whiteboard. 
8. Do garbage collection on users that have di sconnected. 
9. Go back to step 3. 
The mo ·t crucial aspect of this series of events is step 2, 5, 6, when the server create 
group ' or whiteboard to hold the connected users. Thread will be generated to control 
each connection and each group. This is important because there is no facility to enable 
·licnt to ommuni ·ate with euch other and these thread serve a a communications 
hann I between the users .involved in the whiteboard . 
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5.1.3 The CommunityBoard's Client 
The client portion of the whiteboard corresponds to the applet being nm by each user. 
Because whiteboard users interact with the client the client program is usually more 
important than the whiteboard server in regard to how information is displayed. The 
basic responsibility of a whiteboard client is to connect to the server and communicate 
the user's actions along with receiving whiteboard state information from the server and 
updating graphics and managing the entire whiteboard interfaces for the users. 
Strictly from the design perspective, the whiteboard clients actually tend to require the 
most work. The following is a summary of what functionality the whiteboard client 
needs to provide: 
I. Connect to the server through a client socket. 
2. Notify the user of the co1mection/whiteboard state. 
3. Communicate the user's interaction to the server. 
4. Receive the other users' interaction from the server. 
5. Update the whiteboard with the state receives from the whiteboard server. 
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5.2 System Functionality Design 
5.2.l Activity Diagram 
5.2. I. I Register 
Guest System 
---t---{ Display Home~ 
Cllck "R~ 
If Cancel 
Conti nu 
e3 
If C;mccl 
Conti nu 
E~s  
( Cllck '"OK" 
Display Reglstratjon Form) 
~nnect lD Dal<!r:;) -
folspl•y Horne P•ge wltf1 \ 
\. Succe11 M H g ) 
Fi urc - I: Activity I iagram for Rcgi ter 
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5.2.1.2 Login 
User 
(Administrator or Member) 
System 
.---------!-----{ ~rsplay Home Page) 
Fill in NickName and Password 
Ek "Logi~" r------1--'l'---~ 
Connect to Databas 
~,....C-lic~k .-OK"-...1<o-----1 ( °'"' ,,,,t_ .. °") 
Database 
~ 
( &ia1ch M hod Us 1 ) 
If Fiul 
r Succc .. 
.--------1----<Et Status:;nline) 
Display Home Page wt1h 
Welcome Message 
Figure 5-2: Activity Diagram for Login 
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5.2.1.3 Manage Announcement 
Administrator System 
.-------+---j Display Home Page with 
Welcome Message 
Click "Announce" i-----t--------, 
.-----+--j Display Workspace Page 
Click "Update" i---t------. 
Database 
Connect to Database 1------1----~ 
,-- ----+------------1----I Da~ba~U~~ed 
Display Latest Announcement 
Pigure 5- : Activit y Diagram for Manage Announcement 
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5.2.1.4 Delete Message 
Administrator System Database 
.--------1--~ Display Home Page with 
Welcome Message 
.--------1--~ Display Workspace Page 
C lick"M~·t------
Retneve Message List 
w 
Collect All Message ) 
Select Message 1---1-----
Click "Delete" r------·r-------., 
Click "OK" -" - ---(oisplay Error Me sage Box If Fail 
l Success 
Database Updated ) 
01 pl y New List or M po) 
Figure 5-4: Activity Diagram for Delete Message 
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5.2. I .5 Delete Group 
Administrator System 
Display Home Page with 
~------1---1 Welcome Message 
--~·~ 
-----t---\ Display Workspace Page 
Click "Message" 
Retrive Group List 
~----+----1 Display List of Group 
Click "Delete" 1----1-----
Database 
l 
( Collect Group) 
(connect to Database r--_,r'---41-- ----
( I (. lffoil Cilek "OK" - ~Display Error Message Box ~-4------' 
If Success 
( Dntlbase Updallld) 
Di pl~y N w Li t of Group) 
figure 5-5: Activity Diagram for Delete Group 
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5.2.1.6 Create Group 
Member System 
-------1-----f Display Home Page 
ff Fail If Success 
Display Home Page with 
Welcome Message 
- ------+----i Dl!splay LIS ol Group 
Ciiek "Create New" i-- --+---------, 
Ir Cm1cel 
f Contin c 
r Conlin ie 
hupt r 5 ·stem Design 
Database 
Connect to Database )----+---------, 
ff Fai l 
tick ''OK" ~-+----i Dlept y "rror MeH~go Box 
If uccc 
Figure 5-6: Activity Diagram for reate Group 
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5.2. 1.7 Edi t Personal f nfo 
If Cancel 
Member System 
• 
~----->-----< Display Home Page 
Di5play Horne Page wrt~ 
Welcome Message 
----
R~trieve Data from Database) -· 
~------t---~~isplay PerliOnal Profile 
~---------~, 
If Cancel 
(click "Update" _,,.,,__ _ 
(coonea to Databa ) 
( Chck "OK" ( Display rror Mesoi e Box 
· tem Design 
Database 
rch Matched D:ita) 
If Fail 
( Update Reoold J 
' igurc 5-7: A tivity Diagram for dit Personal Info 
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5.2. l. 8 Send Invitation 
Member System 
• 
•------< Display Home Page 
ff Fail 
fi),splay Home Page with ) 
~------1·~ Welcome Message _/ 
If Cancel <S --- --
J ff Continue 
(complete the For:) 
If Cancel 
t ~i;play lnvllat10n For:) 
Cc=: the Total of Addrus-: 
F mall to Every ln&t11ted Addnou) 
i 
'1t 
( Orspl y Svcce M fl") 
( I k 'QK" ) 
Chapter S y tern De 1g n 
Database 
~"" te ln111bbon Cod~ 
l1 
( O eate lnvrt:at11>n List ) 
f.igur S-8: Activi ty Diagram for end Invitation 
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5.2. l.9 Join Group 
Member System 
Display Home Page 
If Fail 
lf Success 
Display Home Page with 
- -t-----1 Welcome Message 
Click "Group" 1-----1--------,;J; 
~~• r0Jp l1~ 
(o:spt y l.Jsl of rou~ 
If Cancel 
~ter lnv1tat1on Cod• 
I ~k"OK" Dicptay Ei ror Mui;sago Box 
If Cancel 
0 i;play Con tu m9ll0n Box 
( Click "Contwni' ) 
~ 
( Oi play W~ICOI..,., M·-11~ 
Database 
Check ) 
Vanfy ) 
II Fail 
If Success 
Figur 5-9: Activity Diagram for Join Group 
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5.2. 1.1 0 Post Message 
Member System Database 
ff Fail If Success 
~leet Group In'.:,) 
rr Reply ( co11i,c1 Onhn~ U "0 
( Collttci Mess ge 
- # 
-----...,-- f play ;essage orm) f -~mpi..te the F_::) 
If Cancel 
ff Mes a!!eTD=NlJLL 
If 
Click "R ply" 
(< et MessagelO 
( Olcploy rror M" g" 
If Fail 
( C. llck ' K" J 
Da Upciltad ) 
If Succ .. 
Figure 5- 1 O: Activity Diagram for Post Me sage 
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5.2. l. l l Search 
User 
(Member or Guest) 
System 
~-----t---1 Display Search Page 
A---
.--------t-- -1 Display Alert Message 
f 
~isplay Matx:hed Resu~ 
I 
hupter ·stem Design 
Database 
- i 
( Rnd Data Match to Keyv.ord) 
Fi ure 5- 11 : Acti vity Diugram for Search Group 
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5. 2 . I . I 2 Navi gate WhiteBoard 
Member System Database 
If Fail ff Success 
Display Voklcorro Message 
(Sot Vvtiiba8oa1d S!ntus " "Avtivo") 
If Leave 
Terminate Vvtiite8o~1---------. 
fCan, -0 lfCanfinn 
Click "Cancel~ ( click "Confirm·) 
Display Confirmation Di~ 
( Connect To Database 1----<------.., 
\lt 
( Set Vvtifo&ard Status= "lnac:tNe~ 
( Display Haire Pogo) 
Figur 5- 12: Activity Diagram for Navigate White Board 
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5.2. l. l 3 View Member 
Member System Database 
ff Success 
rr Fail 
Display Welcome Messa~ 
0 trieve-Online Mem~ -(co~· •.• ,,., ! ·o.,,,.· ""~ ) 
----
Display Online Group Member ~f_ ·~mbe~ 
(connect to Data:;. 
_ ____./ 
Co llect Data for Selected All M~) ~ 01sp1~ Online and Offline Member i 
Figure 5- 13: Activity Diagram for View Member 
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5.3 Database Desian b 
' tem Design 
Data design is one of the most important design activities that are conducted during 
software engineering. The process of data design is summarized by Wasserman: 
"The primary activity during data design is to select logical representations of data 
objects (data stmcture) identified during the requirements definition and specification 
phase. The selection processes may involve algorithmic analysis of alternative 
stmctures in order to determine the most efficient design or may simply involve the use 
of a set of modules (a "package") that provide the desired operations upon some 
representation of an object." 
CommunityBoard keeps relevant users data in a database. The database is perceived to 
be collection of tables on which data are stored. Each of the table is a matrix consisting 
of series of row or column intersections. Tables (also called relations) are related back 
to each other by sharing a common entity characteristic. 
A data dictionary is a document that contains Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) as well as 
description of all its components. Data dictionary describes all the stmctures by 
hierarchy that is the combinations of data elements that appear in various part in DFD. 
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5.3.l Data Dictionary 
Table 5- 1: Table of Ac ount 
Functions: Thi s table is use to store the user's account. (Admini trato and Member) 
Field Name Data Type Size Data Description - Key 
USER ID Varchar 8 User' s ID consists on integer and Primary 
characters. 
NICKNAME Varchar 20 User' s nickname 
PASSWORD Varchar 20 User's password 
ROLE Varchar 10 Access level : Adm in, Leader or 
Member 
STATUS Varchar JO Online or Oftline 
CREATED DT Varchar 30 User's register date/time 
Table 5-2: Table of Member 
Functions: This table is use to store the member' s personal information . 
Field Name Data Type Size Data Description Key 
USER ID Varchar 8 User's ID consists on integer and Primary 
-
characters. 
FIRST NAME Varchar 20 Member's first name 
LAST NAME Varchar 20 Member' s last name 
DOB Varchar 10 Member's birthday 
GENDER Varchar JO Member's gender 
EMAIL Varchar 30 Member' s email 
' OUNTRY Varchar 30 Where the member from? 
'R ATED_DT Varchar 0 User's register date/time 
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Table 5-3 : Table of Announ ment 
Functions: Thi s table is use to store the announcement ' hich ready t ubli h. 
Field Name Data Type Size Dar.a Description -
ANN DESC Varchar 500 Announcement ' s description 
CREATED DT Varchar 30 Publish date/time. 
USER ID Varchar 8 User' s ID consists on integer 
characters. 
Table 5-4: Table oflnvitation 
Functions: Thi s table is use to store the invitation li st. 
Field Name Data Type Size Data Descrjption 
CODE Varchar 8 ID of Invitation Li st. 
and 
LEADER ID Varchar 8 Leader' s ID which user to detect 
invitation to which group 
RECEfVER Varchar 30 Receiver' s email. 
EMAIL 
CREATED DT Varchar 30 Invitation date/time. 
Table 5-5 : Table of Membership 
Functions: This table is use to store the involvement member for each group. 
Field Name Data Type Size Data Description 
GROUP_ro Varchar 8 Group' s ID 
ISER_ ID Varchar 8 User's ID 
JOINE D_DT Varchar 30 Date/time when user join group. 
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Table 5-6: Table of Group 
Funct ions: Thi s table is use to store the group' s infonnation. 
Field Name Data Type Size Data De~cription ·-
GROUP ID Varchar 8 Group' s ID consists on integer and 
characters. 
GROUP NAME Varchar 50 Name of the group. 
GROUP DESC Varchar 500 Description of the group. 
CATEGORY Varchar 10 Category of group. 
ACCESS Varchar 10 Private or Public 
PASSWORD Varchar 20 Password for Private Group. 
KEYWORD Varchar 50 Keyword for search purpose. 
CREATED DT Varchar 30 Date/time when group created. 
Table 5-7: Table of Leader 
Functions: Thi s table is use to store the member' s who is a leader. 
Field Name Data Type Size Data Description 
LEADER rD Varchar 8 Leader' s ID consists on integer and 
characters. 
GROUP rD Varchar 8 Group ' s ID 
USER ID Varchar 8 User' s lD 
CREATED OT Varchar 30 Date/time start to be a leader. 
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Table 5-8 : Table ofMes 'n 1 e 
Functions: This table is use to store the posted messages and t pies. 
Field Name Data Type Size Data Description 
tern Design 
Key 
MSG ID Varchar 8 Message 's ID consists on integer and Primary 
characters. 
MSG TITLE Varchar 80 Title of the message 
MSG DESC Varchar 500 Description of the message 
KEYWORD Varchar 50 Keyword for search purpose. 
GROUP [D Varchar 8 Group's ID Foreign 
USER ID Varchar 8 User's TD Foreign 
CHILD TO Varchar 8 Consist of the MSG_ ID of the topic. 
CREATED DT Varchar 30 Date/time when message created . 
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r igurc 5- 15: Entity-Relationship Diagram 
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5.4 Interface Design 
User interface de ·ign is a crucial procc .. as the u. r int rfu i. th nnl_ · ' n_ · the u er 
communicates with the s stem and be au e difTerenr p opl ha differe nt ~ t)· l es of 
perceiving, understanding and acting. For a web ite de ign, it i imp rtant to take into 
considerations the user's needs and preference . omponents of the' hiteboard should 
be di splayed in an organized and ea y-to-u e pattern. 
Three key element s are addre ed during the de ign of ommunityBoard y tern : 
on i tency in the menu election, data di play, data input, mes age pr<>mpt. is 
important. An in onsist nl us r int rface will uni onfu c 1.h us rs. For 
e ample, the urrent tale of the whiteboard mu t be updat d and di pin c I to all 
user thr ugh the cli ent program. 
Meaningful feedback hould be di splayed to the particular ca e to en ure that 
user will be informed and directed for fort her action-. nl information that is 
relevant to the current content will be di pla d. 
sing a rec nizable format to attrn t u r ' nit ntion toward the information 
b n displa ·d. For instan e a olorcd t t fi Id i u d to di pla me. sag from 
th · rv r. 
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5.4.J llomc Page 
• 'O:ill.llt : •- 1 
~ 1 
.  ,,.,. 
Jli l .. ''"'"'' 
.............. 
I t t 1 r t .,,, 
--
'• 1 ff )r \ 
1/1/ Jn• I I 
Figure 5- 16: Home Pag for 'ommunit y Board 
S.4.2 Re istcr Page 
• 
--tlf - - l!!ll 
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, ... 
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'""• tn ' •) 
., 
r 
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5.4.3 List of Topic in a Gnrnp 
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ll l t. VUI U JIM 
mnrm "''' "" 
Figur - 18: Li I of Topi fo r 'ommunit Board 
5.4.4 Admini trative Workspace 
• Commwzltj; oacd 
+-·- · - · ~ 
. .. 
.. -
Fi u1 • . ~ 1' : Up 111 An noun m ni for 'ommunit y Bo· rd 
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5.4.6 Network WhiteBonrd 
Community Bo. rd 
. .. ' :'] (I .. • . . ..... LO f t 
I I 
_,, 
.h ... 
· igurc 5-22: WhiteB ard for ommunit Board 
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Chapter 6 ~ 'ysic1n hnJ)len1cntution 
6.1 Introduction 
System implementalion in ·oflwar de lopm nl i a pr e ~ 10 on ert system 
requirements into program code . The initial tage of y tern implementation involves 
setting up rhc development environment. Thi in lude ett ing up de elopment tool s to 
facilitate the ystem implementation. 
At thi s tage, design model of the ommunit Board wa transformed in to a 
workable product. The tern implcmentat.ion f the y tern will be divided into two 
component ·, which are the platf rm de clopmcnt and the program implcmc11tutio11 . 
6.2 Platform Development 
The platform d elopm nt will include etting up the Wind w ' P, Mi ro oil A 
and c nfigure the II crver. erver and development tool in tallation ar th early 
fir t tep befor ·tarting off with an d lupm nt work. Wh n u ·ing Mi ro oft> 
pr duct , it i e ntial to know th • qu n of produ ·t in tallation t 
ex uti n without · ·t m rr r·. 
mooth 
6.2. l In tall Window P 
In ·tall Window P Profi :sion 11 r ·ion fo d ' "I 'Pni ·nt uq o. d t . • nlin 
Window I dat ·to I t windov : updut ·d \ ith th · lat·. t f •atur \ that an p fonn d 
.2.2 'unn(.\m't llS .O 
J\ I\ onli 111.1tion of th 11 ., th i1t111I dir ·tor wa d 0 that th II n 
I\ th uppli nti n. Th u, rs an l ·s. th ap1 Ii at ion throu ' th II ,, in 
l Jd r .• . '11111: /, · 1111 I • m1m111111 •II< m l In "''" "1'· 
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Internet Information S rv r (llS) for fr from th Windo s XP Pr) install ti "'" D md 
configure it to run on the system b followin ' rh 111 rni rion. h I w: 
I. Place the Window XP Profo sional ' D-Rom into our C -R m Dri e. 
2. Click 'Start ', click ' ontrol Panel ' and sele t • dd or Remo e Program '. 
3. Click ' Add/Remove Window ' omp nent ' . The Window Components Wizard 
appears. 
4. Place a tick in the check box for 'Internet Information ervices (US)' leaving all the 
default in ·tallati n etting intact a foll w: 
WlndOW11 Compononl1 Wl111rcl ~ 
W'indow• Componant • 
You &dd or rom<M1 COOOMert• cJ \llndow XP 
l 0 (ldd 011 V e , click K A t ~ 1111'111\1 rl\ol 0l'°4' 
P#I cl the corroonent ~ be m To whal' t kMJtd n 1 oomponenl 
Oeterl 
~ 
o( )II> lndexng 5 I 
o( Inlet ( icpl I 
":J Manol)Cll'tCnl ~ MontOU'IQ T ool1 
l M,. •1'1!'11\ · ~.om 
0 &Ct pl lndidesWelandFlP 
ti&Noction • Sfll'lel P 
Total <hie. 1pace r ed 2.0~B 
S • on 1 12007 0MO 
( ( 
OO MB "' 
OO MD 
2MB 
nn MR "" 
( Qet I 
JI u Ml > I ( 
Figur - 1 Wi11d w 'ompon 111. WiZ'lrd 
5. Th •n follow th on-s r 11 i11 ·tn1 tio11: lo instull ll 
To rh Lii • th· ll S i: I 111 i11 : 111li11 Ii ·k ' dtnini: tr 1tion 'fool. ' 111 th 'Contro l 
Pun I' Th · 'Int rn ·t Inform 1tio11 S · 0 11 ol • · in I · foun I 111 th · 
l111i11i str 1ti Hl Tool. ' in th • ' '0111 ol P 111 I' 1111d r 'P fornm11 • and M lin t 
ii' ou lo I\( t h 1 ·th· · mttol p rn I in '111 si • Vi w . 
7. 0 uhl .. Ii k on th 'lnl rtt ·1 lnfonn itio11 rvi ·cs' i ·on. 
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I\ Admfnf1tralfvt Tool1 ' ~ 
8.0- • 
(} r.,. ., ~ "4 
:.J M/ r ,...,;, 
/ 
~=.:lf;~l.1 
" 
Fi gure 6-2 Administra ti e Tool· 
8. n c the 'Internet lnfo m1ation crvicc ' con ole i open you will c an llS w b 
running on our ma hin . 
6.2.3 ctting Microsoft SQL crvcr 
After the Mi ro · fl QL erver had been install d full , datauas n·1111 d 
(' n11111111i1vHoard wa created under the ER R nam d S UJ~'N or (I ·al) . Then, I 
created the tabl a rding to th databu ·e d ign. This databa e will be om th 
database storage for the t m. Th tabl r atcd for k ping the data u cd in all 
rnodul · f thi s w b ap~ Ii ution. 11110 at d the hard di k spa e for th data a 
ma imiz th p •rforman · of th QL rv r u11d to n~ ur t.h r 
tor rd . 
To •11 ur • th ti th· 'QL .' •r •t h 1.· h n i11 : t tll I: 
I . 'Ii k '. t 11t ' fhllm I • th ' II Pro rum ' ·Ii ·k. 
~ , to • rp 1 Munu 
. 'Mi r ), lfl mrn 1 m ·nt 011. ol will l> displn . 
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1'1 ... - - , ........ '"""' 
I >' tt I~ I 'II- II Ill r,1 j,_...... ~ ..... ........ 
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b ··~:i;.::-Mlj ftt,_ ,._ )--~~.:.-
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1·-a: ::"E...~:.:: 1 
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_, _ 
...J •111• -
..J -4•t' 
J ~ ....... 
- .. _ 
-
---
SI "Ill I mplcme ntati ' ll 
Figure 6- on ·ole R t/Micro oil QL erver 
6.2.4 cuing Mirrosofl Visio audio .NET 
In ·tall Mier s fl Visio tudio .N .. T framework will take omc time tan 11 n w Visunl 
Ba i Proj ct with the A P.N T Web Application nam d 'ommunit Board. Th n 
connect it to th databa e created in Mi ro oil QL rver . 
-· 
. .. . 
_ ... I 
'-• 11 l 
c , . .... 
... ,........ ' 
Fi 111 • 4 ·111 1 1 11 w i. 11111 B 1, i · Pro· ·1 
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• x 
0 1111 c tion lo Oatal>a , Sele ·t Provider 
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-
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.. 
r 
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.. . ...... 
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()flfl' 1 ·d lo thi · n proJ · 1 nam d 
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6.2.5 Configuration to lfon With .J2SOK 1.4.2 
System requirements to run java CroupBonrd 
Server requirement s 
- Java fri endly operating sy tern such a Window NT/20 /XP/_O .., Ljnux 
- JDK (Java Developer Kit ) or JR Java Runt ime n iroment ersion J .2.2+ installed 
on server machine. 
- Web Server such as ITS, Apache etc. 
Client requirements 
- Java enabled we br wser su h a· I ~ 4. , Net cape 4.08 , Mozi ll a, Opera, HotJava 
r brow er that in tailed embedded JRE. 
In tailing J2 K 1.4.2 nable ur ervcr to pr idc th Publi Javn Runti rn 
nvironment n your erver. Thu , lient ju t need to hav a Java- apabl brow. r to 
run the network whiteboard for • mmunityB ard. 
6.2.6 etup crver for Group Board 
I . 
2. 
Y u n d Window NT/2000 P/2 0 in ord r t in tull roupB ard 
Run our in t::11lation fil l> doubl Ii ·k ' tup ' on th ln~ t a ll r fi l . 
·11t r th · di ~ t r a· d fo ult " ' :\ rou1 b urd' . 
r. 
nd 111 "r th dir · to to 011t 1i11 j 1 11 ·lu .. Iii • i11 " ' ·\ In lp 1b\ ro<t" 
Ent ·r th • Li "" " ·: K Fm be 11111 I : 
1JBLfLK T. BJPPPPPPP DBOJ ( 'CODS DI ODBC 
01 E ' KJ\ 0 Ml FB 1 . 
If 011 don' t h 1 on • to http //, ww groupboartl ·om and r nth 
Ii tri rt l or 1ou r roupbonrd service. 
- 11 6-
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7. Enter the server address. (For J.., ·1mpl : IO. IOO. _ I 0. ) lr s IP ,f . n1r '"11 PC. 
8. Aflcr in tallation complct , Go to " tart" - rtin s" - 11 ' mtrol pan I" -> 
"Administrative tools" - "Servi cs", and mak . ur th . erv r i ~ t art d . 
..,,.. . 
·!~.Q-~ard ~service 
~Groupboard gbproxy service 
~Groupboard gbserv service 
Started 
St rted 
Started 
Local System 
local System 
Local System 
Figure 6-7: tart the gr upboard erv1ce in administrative tools 
You mu t start all the three gbmanager, gbprox , and gb erv service. 
I 0. Then, go to our directory of ' :\lnetpub\wwwroot\groupboard, copy the til 
named ' java" and put int your VB . T project file, · mrnunit Roard . 
' :\lnctpub\wwwroot\ 'ommunit Board\java created. 
11 . Finall , rep la e the ' data" in :\Groupboard\ wi th the "data" fil e insid th 
in tallati n D. 
12. In tallation mpleted, gr upboard erv1 e 1 r ad to u e. 
6.2. 7 ynchronize the erver Addrrs~ 
Board.a I in th ' rnrnunit 1Board Proj t fit ntain roupBoard for ca h roup. 
th groupboard · mu I nchroniz d. p n th 
Board.a px .vb fil wi th an r. F r ampl : WordPad 
• ·od l>a f\ ""http://ln ·al ho ·t/C'ommu II 
• buff r. 11 nd(" J 11 11ll 1111111 • '"'s rv r 11dd1 •"11 valu • " 'lo ·alhn t"" ' 
'hn 11 r uddr r 
· t< 11pl 0111 I rvi · in tall d 
{hr . ltn) I : lo · 1lho. t -- I ) I )0. 10.8) 
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6.3 Program Implementation 
Since CommunityBoard is cla ified a. a web appli tion, mo.1 of th s~ri pt s nre .,ded 
decided using A P.NET, c de behi nd VB .N T that oul ,upp rt and enhance web 
application. Good coding approach provide eas identifi ation and clear guide for 
programmers during the maintenan e phase of the s tern. 
6.3.1 Coding Approach 
The c ding approach that wa · u ed i t p-d wn appr ach. The top-d wn appr ach 
entail s the development of the imple module fir t fo llowed y the complex m dul . 
The purpo e f u ·ing the t p-d wn a ppr ach i enable te t t be done n th im1 I 
module while th comp! module ar till in th procc of codin . B • id . , 
c mpleting the imple modu les fi r t enable u to check wheth r th fl ow · of th syst m 
are the same a de igned and the conne tivity of each of the page an be e n lcarl . 
6.3.2.1 oding to onnect to Database 
A data provid r in the .N T ram w rk rv a a bridg b tw en an application and a 
da ta ur . A data provid r i · u · d lo r lri d 11a from u dat a urcc and I t r 
hang 
pr vid 
I II My 
:'ti 1 
MyC 
Myc 
that data ba ·k to th data ·our • Th Q · T Data Provid r 
nn tivit Mi ro ·ofl L rv r usin the qi ' nn tion o jc t t ' 
1111 II I ' " I 
,, 1 l '"I l t) I lr I 
11 (l tHll t plt I It n. I I II . /\pp!I 1 1 tHJ ( " I r Conn " I 
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== 
Use form s lo gel inp11 I liorn ll SCI s and pc1 l(Hlll add 11pdalt' .111d ddcll' I 'Ii n ~ill§t ~l~ I : 
procedures created i11 ~C)L Sc1vc1 All parnmc t 1..~1 s pass into stot t' 
I lt mlContrnls anJ WcbC 011lrnls which handled h) scnt.'t L"lHllrnl 
Acid 
r--- -~~~~~-
p rt•· SWO Id 
r l < 
I f,((( n ~ n 
:';q'i.•'.onnt>r::"L1on'l"on'i'.lq1irr1't..'ton~P't't..tr1q . J.pp'.:.P't't'lr1q " ' s r'Cunn" i • 
MyConn . Qp('n(J 
I I I 
( t 
!Jq!Conuri,twl ( " ,1dd ,1r-r- ", MyConn, 
Tyf r ·on •1t1n Typr . !it or lProC'<"'llll! 
/\1•cCrwl.P.Hdllf" Pt•,_/\,. ( " @u•,f"rID", SqlDl>TypP . Va Ch.ir , f'IJ . V.ilur 
x U:.:i rlD . Vdlu 1 
/\ r:rC1wi.P.u,11111 1 r:-; . !dd{ " @_pcl'>',W(JI•l '', !J~dDh'!'_VjJ • . VcHC:h.i? , ;'!)) .V.ilw 
p<1 ·,.:.1wo r d ' r 
/\1-cCmd . Pilrrlll\t t .1 •, . / d' " (;l,•rt ill ,· 5<}1Db'I'ypt . Vr r ll<11 •. ,f) .V.tlt1• 
!Jy" t 1 m. Da rT 1 m~ . Now ' 
/\r:r.Crwl. Ex t 1·11t I " 
My<:onn . Clo• () 
lJ pdnlt' 
f~onn . O 
ll•<'tl 
r'Co11urir1n Br- hilv1or . C os Conn r:tionl 
:;qi ·om111.rnd ( '' 11p l< t • u· r 1 ", M;Conn) 
Typ1 Corn111rl nr i l'yp • . S or 1 I' z o • ~1u r 1 
( " @11·. ri l ", fqlfl>'l'yp .V1r "h.ir , 0 .Vilu 
111 l 11 , t 11 • • l' , , 111rI 1 i1 • r ( Pl'lll 111II • IMV1 Pr. l u11 (ti 1nrr 1 1 in 1 
r y nn . 1 ()' , ( 1 • 11 1111 •• t l 1 \1 • ( 1 , , 
•t l\ 11 • 
I\ ll < f \ I J l 
llflll li )(!11. 01 I 1 l lf l ''-]lj' I '•" Ii I l l'J' '1 " ,, 1 1111" 
I I t)_ 
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Delde (Using check box to JlCrform collf'c tion df'ltl f') 
Dim I., l~oo I 1 111 
Dim a n item 1 ·, D Li -r m 
' Ch ck .irh box .ind :1 if th it 111 ~houl b d . 
m In 10 le Group . I m 
isDelet d = 'TIP ( n I m. Fin Co n rol ( " cbx Gr " ) , 
. Ch ckBox) . Che ke 
d Th n 
Dun MyConn ! ·• SqlConn c 
S4lConn cllon(Con(i ura 
MyCo nn . Op n () 
th 1 m, usin anI em . I emindex . 
ll w 
ions L lngs . AppSe tings( " s rConn " ) ) 
Dim DeleteCmd A·, !J w SqlCommand ( " ele e_group ", MyCo nn ) 
Dele Cm . Comm n Typ CommandTy . S or Procedure 
D le Cm . Param r · . A ( " @ oupID ", SqlDbTy . Va Ch a r , 8 ) . V lu 
rryp0 ( n I m. FindCon rol( " lblGroupID " ) , WebCon rols.Label ) . T x 
D J , Cm . F:x u Non u r y () 
MyCo nn . Clo () 
Enrl I f 
IJ x 
Lo GroupLl () 
6.3.2.3 oding to Bind OataGrid 
Bind lh dala gel from daral>a ·e ne the pag l ad. 
Bind Data Grid (vb File) 
ql , " Gr upGr 1 
!;h,1 r i '"ub Bi ndGri ( I yV.1 l 
I ble 
il) 
r r l n 1, I 'IV 
I\• 
ql r. '" r \ n J , 
S lConn c 1ont Con t qurdtl 
My onn . Op n ( ) 
( " :; r Co nn )) 
' r ,, I ., 
P m MyCm 
MyCm flr • 
' (; I I < 
I Ill I I 
1 y m \. 'l' 
M}' 
l·.n l ' 111 
In 
11 , My Co nn ) 
I I l t w t Ii I 
) . I I I .t 11 I v t w 
\I r 
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Bind Data Grid (aspx fil(') 
sp : d agrid id " 1,ro1q,J11t 11l " r11n,it " " 1 1v11 " B,\l'k '1 
BorderColor II jI ,[1' I fl. " \IJlclt h " I()() " J)a ell' yF'i 
AlJ owSor 1 i nr} " Tri11 " I\ I I owl'.iq t nq " '! r 111 t .. ........ 
It mS yl H i ht " ,tJ1,.: " ,. / TL m"'t yl -
Al rna ingI ms yl 
BackColor " vlh .. sr• )kr " / Al rna ingI ms yl 
Hea erS yle Font. - BoJd " ru " \llrap 
H igh " ,'•p " For Color " 11 l I B 7 " 
" Fc1 ~ " Horizon al 
~Cld ~ "h der " 
ign= " Cen er" 
BackColor " Uk.I ?l>A " / H a rs yl > 
Column 
asp : T mpl t Column Vi· ibl " F<d " H rT ..: " C::roup D" 
I mS yl Horizon lAliqn " Ju· if!' " 
H yl l!orizont !Align " 1 n r " Wid h " ' " ;;. / H dd _r!J yl 
I mpl ;;. 
~ tt D Bin r . Ev l(Con in r . D l m, " GPOUP ID " ) o 
/ I mT mpl.i 
/ . p : T mµl Column 
/ Column· 
Pc rS yl x P<g T Fon - Bol T x 
yl o . i j on " J'opAn Bo 11 " Mo 
/ a. · : a " rid 
6.3.2.4 Buffer to append an asp . file to embedded a html t>J>let 
(1024) 
n r "" w i h "" l 0 "" bo r: r "" O"" 
I Conum111 l y o r I J ,, v 1 " " 
.rch v roupbour . J r " " wj h "" o"' " " 
A 11 11 v ] \J 11 ) 
I 111-:I Ctl l"I' "" v.tl IJ "" '11) "" " ) . 
Y II ltlll t h11v 11 ,J , V 1 p1 hl hr o w r n 
I t I I 111 II ) 
u t I 
u r r . l\ 
ul.t t.l\ 
.. ) 
.. ) 
I • u r ll u f r. To t n ( ) ' t ll t n 1 t r i n ob J r: 0 h 
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6.3.2.5 Coding to use User Control 
A user control is a ustom, r u able ontrol in A P. i in n fi le ' it l an 
extension .ascx. U er control ar compil d th fir. I tim th • 11r a e. sed and then 
saved in client memory until an changes are made to th nt rol . Either way, the 
development of user controls allow for a ii reu ed web component s. 
<% @ Con rol Languag ="vb " Au oEv ntWireup=" false " 
Codebehi nd=" uc . a::icx . vb " Inh ri ="Communi yBoard . uc " 
TargetSchema ="http : // schemas . microsof . com/intellisense/ieS " t > 
i v i " L,1y rl " ':I yl '"/, IIIF.X : l ; LEF- : or1r · ; Ii TH : -:,7.:,-µ;.- ; 
POSITIOl4 : rlbaolu rr r : ··')!J ; llUr,JlT : Jp " ,.. 
OBJECT h i h " lO•l " wi th " " VIEWASTE/.T,.. 
mb d r.c- " lHl•IJ .,/h clJ r . .:,,wi " w1 d h " 01., " he i gh " Jf)'1 " 
qu l j y "h1qh " 
p lugi n p " h 1, : //www . rn<1r- om 
yp " 1ppl 1r-r1 
lc1 . r-om/10/ 1 11 · h1,l.1;• r ' ' 
i on/:-< - •,hor-kwrt v - r). h " m . nu 
wmo " I rr1n•1p.ir nt " I mb d , 
/ OBJECT > 
I v 
The TagPrcfix determin • a umqu name pa ·e for th u r ontrol ( o that m11llipl 
u er contr Is with the ume nnme can be diff r ntiated fr a h oth r) . Th TagNnmr 
i the unique name for the u r control you can chem an nam . The re attribut i 
the vinual puth to th user ntr I. Aller regi tering th u er ntr I, y u ma pla th 
u er ontrol tag in th Web ·orm pag ju t n ou would an ordinary rv r control. 
" 1oo 
1 i x " \J t n t. r l " T .1 n t11n "m nu " 
nu.rt x " Y, 
t 1 pt x " U r >nt t l " 'l'1qn11111 " h 1 I r " 
~I tr11t l/h t • x " 
t t ll t I Ix " U 
ntr 1/11 x " 
nl rol " '1'1 1n 111 " uc " 
A11 tv n W r up " t1l 
x .vb " lnh r " Corruuuni yno r . LoqOu " 
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6.3.2 Coding Style 
Coding tyle i an important attribut of . our od her it kt nrnne. the 
intelligib ly, readabilit and rnaintainabilit 1 of J rogrnm. An ca. · 1 read . ur e cede 
makes the ystem ea. ier to be maintained and nhan d. The el ment of odjng style 
include internal documentation ( ource ode le el), method for data declaration and 
approach to tatement con tructi n. ome f good codjng practices that had been 
applied are as followed : 
• omment code 
• Indent coding - b formatting and indenting the codes, it helps t find and 
detect d a place where an error oc urred. In addition, the indent code will b 
a ier to rend and it is us ful in oding whi h in olv : a lot of' ondit ionul 
truct.ure and loop tructure. 
• a ariab le naming nvention u ing a g d naming on ntion pro id · 
easier identification for the programmer. The naming convention i reated with 
oding con i ·tenc and standardizati n in mind . 
cripling Language and S (Cascading aylc hrcl ) 
ripting language u · d fi r 'ommunit B ard i Ja a ript. Ja a ript u d in 
on1munit Board t m to hun th li ·pla pan I wh n th radio button on han ' . 
l 
l :· r.:; · I I 'I' 
\1111 tl I • l I I ( I 
u111 n t • , I I ( f t 
l I " 
Ir 111 t 
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6.4 Module Implementation 
For thi s system, there arc two modul impl mentations; th r a 
Module and the RealTimc Drawing Modul . 
6.4.1 Module Implementation for Group Management 
(A) reate Group 
(B) Delete Group, Topic and Me sage 
) pdate Ann uncement 
(D) Invitation to Private 'roup 
( Navigate WhiteBoard 
( ') Edit P r. onal Pmfil 
G) Topi Po ·ting 
H) Me Hge Repl mg 
(I) View M mber 
J ear h 
6.4.2 Module lmpltm nfafion for Rral Time Drawing 
(J\ Fr hnnd Orawin 
B) ha Dr 1wi11 
( . 'olu ..: hon ·i11 
Color Fillin 
(I ~ E1 1 ·in 
F) T I W1iti11 
'hull i11 
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Chapter 7 
7.1 Introduction 
The main function of te ting i to establi h th pr • n f d fe t. in a program 
and to judge whether the program j usable in real applicati n. e ertheless, testing can 
only demon trate the pre ence of error . It cann t how that there is no error in the 
program. Therefore, a more suitable approach mu t be cho en to reduce the possibility 
of errors in a program. 
During developing a y tern, te ting u uall involve everal stage . Fir t, each 
program component i te ted on it own i olated from the ther component in th 
system, unit te ting. Thi tage of te ting verifie that the component functi< n pror rl 
with the typ of input and utput p ct d from tud ing th compon nt ';' d . ign. 
When all component have been unit-tested, the ne t tcp i en uring that th int rfn s 
among the component arc defined and handled pr pert . Thi tcp i ailed modul 
testing and following by integration te ting, which verifie that the all the comp ncnt · 
work t geth r a · de ribed in the module or t m d . 1gn p ifi at ion . 
Finall , tem te ting i perf rm d t mnk nuin that the whole · tern work · 
tc ·ting wher th 
curri d out if th u r.' 
requir rn nt ' w r not 111 t 1.l ' d ' rib iii ntion • If th u r. ar ati ft 
with th ·h 1r1 ·t •1i ti 1 th• s ·t ·mi 1" 1d to l> • d ·plo ·d fr u 
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Top-down approach i adopt <l in s I m stin for ommunit B lllrd. a h 
module at the highest level of th s · 1. m hi rnr h 
tested modules would be related to the n xi modul t ting. Thi approa h is repeated 
recursively until all the modules are te ted ucce fu lly and the bottom-level 
component are implemented. 
7.2 Te ting Proce s 
Jn general, the te ting proce of 'ommunityBoard can be hown in the 
following fi gure. All th detail s will be fUrther e pl ained in ub que11t ·u - ccti ons. 
Unit 
T t ing 
M ul 
Te t ing 
Int grotion 
T t ing 
igure 6- 1: Te ting Pro e 
Sy I m 
T t ing 
The te ting proce e in Jude nit Te ting, Modul T ting, Int gration Te ting 
and 
7.2.1 Type of T \ ting 
7.2.1.1 
l nit t t i th J m '. .' t( t '. l th i11di idu 11 ·om1 on nt I ll n. ur th;1t th ' 
lli11 tio11 I nlJ ·rl I rt 1 h OlllJ 011 nt i: st d wit huu t th i nt 
f' HH olh •1 , , I ·m 'tHHf ( Ill Ill .' l nil 1.- p rfo m d ·un ur ntl ith th 
lopnr nt 1 io • • 
- 128-
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Techniques used during the process of performin • unit I 
0 Code Review 
discover any yntax error a well as semanti rror. I rr r are di o ered, they 
are corrected immediate! 
o Compilation of Java la 
This method is fa ter compared t code re iew techniques and it is efficient in 
di covering error . During the compilation, the Java compiler will detect type of 
errors in a program and di play the error type a well a the line number in 
which the error o cur . 
0 th rt hniqu 
If the error occur during the loop of a function, th n it will b diffi ult to 
identify the actual error. Thi i imp nant a it help t Ira th pr gram and 
all ws the d veloper to identify the actual tep in which an error ha o curred. 
The ode wa · als examin d and d bugged in rd r lo id ntif an fault din ' · 
In the developm nt of thi 'ommunit Board unit t ting wa don afl r the 
d v lopment f ea h modul and n t th end f th dcvel pm nt of th whol 
rr r · d··bu i11 \! ould b· ~ni ·d out to id ntil' th ·rn b for t tin th unit. 
' 
II 11111 . 
- 129-
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Other units that were indep nd nil unil-t ·t d nr : 
• Opening of connection to the databa. 
• fnsertion of new records into databas 
• Modification of exi ting record . 
• Delete record from database 
• xecution of QL tatement 
• Bind data to the data grid and data Ii t . 
' hu~ tcr c. ting 
• Normal data te t : Te t b u ing normal data to check whether the y tern work 
properly under n rmal ituati n. 
• xtreme data te t: Te t with invalid data include large amount of data, input 
n n-numerical data into u numeri al field , r dundan of th k it m thll is 
not upp rted b th input field . 
7.2. 1.2 Module Testing 
M dule testing i perform d without other t m modul . A module con i t of a 
c llecti n f dependent omp n nt s t I rfonn a pani ular ta. k or fUn ti n. Oiffi r nt 
po ible t . t ca e are appli d to th modul and th t t r ult would be verified. 
nu ual r suit· will b anal 1zed and th w uld h Ip in d bu in . 11b-m dul • in 
ord r to produ th d ir d output. 
II th B ol) I {l>o. i 1n I I 1. , 111ml11I •, J 1v 1 1nd B . ript. 
i Ill of th int ration Th p . to 
mbin th 111io11 of Sr.NET . r ipt. 111d th• modul · lo muk . u th t th 
P.NET . ript !' nn " mnmuni \I " with th mo hil . . 
- 1 0-
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7.2.1.3 Integration Tc~t 
Integration test is needed wh n all modul ar int he main fo us in 
integration te t i to navigate the interf't e. r p at di to d t t an ' int rfa e mismatch 
problem. Several important a pects are checked to en ure that the fl m. of the data in 
CommunityBoard is well organized and are u er friendly to all the system users. 
The criteria taken in thi s te ting pha e are: 
7.2.1.4 
• Interface integrity Internal and e temal interfaces are tested as each 
modules t check if there i an) I t f data aero interfaces. 
• Functi nal validity 
conducted. 
Te t de igned to uncover functional error ar 
• Information ont nt T t d ign d to un ov r rror a. o ial d with lo ·al 
r global data tru lure are ondu tcd . 
• Performan c - Tc t de igncd to verify perf rman e bound e tablish d 
during flwarc de ·ign arc conducted. 
ysrcm Test 
mmn 
purpo · m tind rror that re ult from unanti ipat d int rn tion ~ 
n ·ub- t rn -. B ·id " it 1· u · d to v11lid11t· wh·th "'r th· c . t·m m 1. it , 
fon tional and non-1\111 ·t ionnl r ·quir m nt 
• 
, I J I 111 d fiom im1 rop r pen I ntion and unauth 
, . ft r , nmJ I th imp I m ntmion of u. er login. 
- 131-
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• ~ompatibility Testing 
This test was perform d, and the inlerfa ·e fun tion. a nriin t ' th " r~1uiremenL. 
The accuracy of' data retri vnl wns b st wi thout n rr r, n the . peed of data 
retrieval wa acceptable. 
Finally, a performance test is performed to mpar the integrated modules with the 
nun-IU nct ional ystem requirement . The e requirement include security, 
interoperability, flexibilit and reliabilit . 
7.3 Test Cases 
A there are too man t.e t a ·e invol ed, onl three te t ca e examples wi ll b ' hown. 
• EXAMPLF: I 
·er· try to a es whiteb ard before login r t 
work pace with a member' role. The a ce i d nied . 
• EXAMPLE 2 
the ·;idmini ·1rati 
The pa word for privat group to u mu t mat h t th corre ponding group. 
• EXAMPLEJ 
II th in e11, updat.e and d I t a ·tiun whi h n d tu conn t tu databa ar te ted 
make ur the nn tion ur u ti 
- l 2-
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Chapter 8 
8.1 Introduction 
Evaluation i the ultimate pha e of developing a system and an important phase 
before delivery the system to the end u er . ~ aluation wa related to user environment, 
attitudes, information prioritie and e eral ther concern that are to be considered 
carefUll y before effectivene can be concluded . At all phase of the system approaches, 
evaluation i a proce that occur c ntinuou ly, drawing on a variety f ource and 
in ti rmation. 
8.2 Evaluation by End er 
As mmunityB ard i pr p ed t pr vide a gr up management pa with a 
multi-u er communication' network whiteboard t make di u ion pro mor 
effective, the final tage f tem d elopment ' hi h i th tern t rn s 
riti al and it n d feedback fro m all r r in judging the orr of 
the e fun ti nalitic , pre i e da ta t1 w a w II u u r friendline of th m' · 
int rfo 
n wn a th · op of Comrnunit Board i ' lnr • d v lopm nt mdu t d 
with th o whi ·h 1nt:u11 thut th wh rn wa. 
d • 101 d qui kl to h 1 th o 1 111 s11 1111 11 11d pot •n ti al UI lh' 
· • ' t •m \! a; 1101 r •li11 ·d tu . hm it. foll 
·1 h • o ·r 111 f ·d I 1 'i un I h ut i Ii d und C'ommunit R 1 
tu th " I 11 
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8.3 System Strength 
• Web Enabled 
The s stem wa ba ed on th w b t hnolog •. It ' a u ing the client server 
approach that all wed proce ing load to be hared between the client and the 
server, thus reducing the burden< n th s rvcr and allo it to pro ide better service. 
• Friendliness of User Interface 
The graphic interface de ign of the ) tern wa designed to let the user fee l 
comf rtable and ea y-to-u e. The 
hould find it a to u . 
I en ured u er friendline . Thu , the u. rs 
• Significant validation on input data 
'heck ~ r the alidation of ery data input in th field and prompt th u r 
of inva lid data b ing input and a k for al id data. Data fi Id that r qui r d will also 
pr mpt th u er about th error if th u rd · n t fill the requ ir d fi Id. 
• Support high volume of users 
mmunit Board i · depl d u in ) th Int ·t da rn a e fro m Mi r fl Q 
erver, which i th mo t pow dial dat aba in th mark t Thi mak it r ad t 
pe with large nm unt f u r in th tli tur . 
- 1 4-
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8.4 System Constraint and Future Enhancements 
As mentioned before, 'ommunit Board i .. till not fi n nou h to' ork at its fo ll 
efficiency. Some refining work need ' to be don to th y t m to in rea e it usability 
and reliability. The a pect to be refine and ome ugge tions to upgrade the system are 
as below: 
• JavaScript Drawing Toolbox for the Whiteboard 
The drawing t I n w are el t fr m the dr p d wn Ii t. The t lb x or 
drawing to I u ing Ja a cript nnbl u er elect the c lor , hape and oth r. 
easil . 
• rgcnl notice u. ing M 
The SM feature am ng m mber make communi ati n m r pn a And n . 
n em mber login to tern, if received a M from ther tern an ring a 
und I aJert f r new re cived m age. 
• Voice Conferencing 
ing di · u ·s1 n I ropo d n u fo tur nhan m nt tar• t.. 
During u ·ing th real tim • drawin n ·tv o k whit board voi onforen ing an 
make the di u 1011 pr · more ff tiv and n mi under tandin am n th 
u · rs. 
• Administrator managtmtnl 
T I huuld nul>I th ~ udrnini t.ru lor r unu th it 
v II . Mor 1clnai11i . 1 .11i • fun ·tion, ·nn b • add I. ·o , ampl •• admini, t ;110 
111 h • k th · m ml •1,'' IP to 1 oid , it h11 ·kin nt ' . 
• OtUtr tnaril 
pt ion ind d T ption of pa .. wo d. 
- I 5-
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8.5 Problem Encountered 
During the e11ti r ct v lopm nr of th i. . t m, man nnd ari t L pr blem \ ere 
encountered. ome of it c uld be o er omc throu h n in olution while some of it 
was not. The problem that encountered can be divided int clifferent types. The 
fo llowing are ome of the problem that aro e during the de el pment proce s. 
Ji!S Set Up and Configuration 
The et up f the erver f gr upb ard are cri tical f r the perati n f the 
application de elopment . 1 lowe er, the etup proce k a I ng time because 
lacked of e perien e. Be ide ·, the repea ted fai lur f the server requ ired r -
in ·tallt11ion a a r m d and thi con urned tim and ffort . 
Requirt>ment hanges from the User 
It i very difti ult t de elop and implement the m when the r qui r m nt 
chang ery fr quent I . metimc it i ea hange the r quir m nt , 
howe er, the coding need to be chang d a lot in ord r to frlllow the new 
requi r m nt . 
Design Views of Interface 
iff rent indi idunl will hn ti fd 1gn vr . om c: f th 
our mat , aid thnt th int fa · of thi · 'ummuni t Board whi h u. th 
om inntion of olm · mnk • 1 'lll I look ornfrll t 11 I • But duri n 1 h 
o m 111 1 inftu m 11 ion . houltJ 1th ·r I fo r" c.J ' 1 11 th int fo . p iull · th 
f' I OI it ' I 11, er. 
- 1 6-
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Chapter I: Introduction 
This CommunityBoard is a web-b1n :d groupwarc or a ollabomtion tool, whieh enables 
users from different geographical loc;ation to ·ommuni ate, int ract and work upon a 
network whiteboard. 
By using a client server architecture platform, thi web-based groupware is made possible 
to be used for profossional group · ( ·uch as graphic des igner) and non professional groups 
(such as ordinary user ·). 
Through this s tern, u ers urc uble tu hold meelin ' • ongom di ·cuss ion, develop und 
manage their own workgroup b u ing whiteb ard . sers al can ju I. isit the m ·ssn e 
board or post announcements (only for administrntors). Users pri acy 1s ulways been 
protected through th e s tern authentica tion . 
This s tern contains two muin modules:-
(u) lectronic roup Munugem ·nt 
•:• A u ·er roup munu emt.-nt with · · ·urit ·ontrol. 
•:• Announ ·ement bourd and 111 • • u J bou rd i · d ' ·loped with news upd it • 
fo ·iliti · un1011 in th 1t ruu1 . 
b Whit• Bo ml 
•:- An I· ·troni · d 1 in tool th 11 ·.111 b tlr w, , h 11 ·ti, w · J m >difi ·cl in fi • 1-, 
1r 'IS, 
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Chapter 2: Getting tarted 
2.J Connect· lo inlemel. 
2.2 Access Home Page. II U ll ://loralhos t/Conm11111 it y Board 11 nclr:\ .11Sp:\ 
• 
W1• ••nr tu f••••••• •I Y1lo,1nJllll' ( l J ,'QO, 11 11 :01 r"'1) Uy 1too•n1r1 
, ....... 
lA\al lt.UW 
tocuy ltwl4Y.M •hUt • .ll llJ '.I 
2 
0 
'O'*-.. Nr)w 
J l\A. TllU 1 
m--.... 
m 
... 
• Int• 
Figure 2.1 I lomc Pa · of 'ommun it Bourd 
ogin Panel 
2 Wh itcB nrd Button 
4 rou1 Autton 
The nnnoun · ·m ·nt t · t wi ll ·ont inuou I rnur uc · on th · bar. 
111 ul • 1t m • ·11g •. 
·t1mmun it Boord 
N w roup. Mu, t Lo in l ·for· p · orm 1h1 
1 ·tion. S st m wi ll displ 1 th roup ·r "ttion f rm. 
1h • 11 u 11p Li. 1. 
l ' ·d II I\ l i II C'n m1\11111 i1 
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2.3 Hefore login, Quesls can Regislrr lo he mrmhrr of Comnnmi1)1lloard 
&mmunttyBoauf 
.,_ _____ .... 
Cornmunlt pOnMd • Re(J"t8 + + + 
• p , .. ~·· 
r • At bl a:r 
IANM"re : 
r 
'( ... y 
Item ~). 
--
Figure 2.2 Rcgi tcr Form of 'ommunit Board 
7 Re onn mmunityBoanl 
to u ca ll th , f"atur · · of tJ1 is .. t ·rn. 
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2.4 Login to Communitylloard. 
2.4.J Login ns Admin 
It &mmwzfty. Roauf 
..... _. __ _. 
[IJ. acDil : LOO ii I ~< I wml ~ 
11 
Cnmnu11t,noanl ••• 
An1uunl.'"'*" : w, '"' · lu r ••••lllJf ll yllu,.J lllll ( ! ) 1200'.i ll 11111 l'H) t Adn ora 
Pwwnal0.111 
: IW'I00/ 00/ 00 c~ ,.,,.. ,,., 
"'"" ·~·· (LOI 
I .... 
IA 1 ltowrd 
loclly II t.y , M hll l , 
I Ml!<'l'tll'l<O"*'!!Nnw 
1 t t I luc 
2 
0 
I 1 •l<"Y 
filJ-
l , .... IOU 
Ul/::tm .o?.31 l'M 
2Jlf;rm .o7.J I PM 
·-Figure 2. I lomc Page of 'ommunit Board after L gin b Admi n 
NickNamc Acli e Nickname will di pl I on th e top-lefl ·orncr an ·r lo in. 
Pen;onul Dcuiil stem will displa ·d ·orrespondent u er' - pr fil e at th i 
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2.5 After login, admin can 11crforna lhe following lnsl s . 
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2.5.2 Delcfc Groups, Topic. and Messages 
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2.6.4 .Join Public and Privafe Grnup 
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2.6.5 C rea te G roups 
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2.7 After login, only leader can perform lhe following rnsks 
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